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Sen. McCain stresses responsible taX spending during visit
•j

·Former presidential candidate uses .humor to describe his time in '.Nam
SEAN LAVIN
Contributing Writer

The idea of planting ;m
American flag on Mars anq the
potential threat of a North
Korean nuclear attack on California were among the issues
discussed during a town halt
meeting with Arizona Senator
John McCain last week iri the
.) · Student Union.

Big bucks
helpUCF_
expand

Orlando · Mayor Buddy
Dyer, lobbyists and local residents joined UCF students on
the last day of exams for a
chance to see and hear from
the veteran sehator that some,
like College Republican Chris
Gerrard, believe will be "our
next president."
The former presidential
hopeful, who lost the Republican Party's nomination to .

George W. Bush in 2000, kept
the atmosphere relaxed and
candid throughout the hourlong forum hosted by UCF
President John Hitt and Orlando Congressman Tom, Feeney.
"Most people come to ask
questions, make comments or
occasional insults," joked Sen.
McCain while explaining what
to expect out of the meeting to
those gathered in the crowded

Student Union ballroom.
The senator established a
lighthearted mood after a flat~
tering introduction by Congressman Feeney. The Congressman praised McCain as a
decorated war hero for his military service .as a fighter pilot
in Vietnam, and pointed out
the senator's five-year ordeal
as a POW in a Vietnamese
prison camp after his_plane

was shot dov\rn during combat.
Though proud of his service in Vietnam, the senator was
careful not to be overly boastful and kept his sense of humor
intact. "It doesn't take a lot of
talent to get shot down," he
said, and . then implied he
deliberately collided with the
missile that brought down his
aircraft in an effort to defend
fellow soldiers from the enemy
attack. "I was able to intercept
a1 surface-to-air missile with

my own plane," McCain
explained.
Political science senior
Justin 'Porter was one of the
students laughing at McCain's
jokes throughout the meeting.
"Not only was he informative
but he was funny," said Porter,
who enjoyed McCain's sense
of humor said that he believes
McCain "helped get students
more involved."
PLEASE SEE
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UCF GRADUATION 2005 ·

· State budget helps ·
house biomedics
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

)

,

After weeks of bipartisan
bkkering, the Florida Legislature
passed a $63.1 billion state budget
last Friday and UCF's ·e verexpanding campus benefited
with nearly $22 million for a
number of projects.
Included in the Florida state
budget passed by Gov. Jeb Bush
are $10 million for a biomedical
center and another $10.8 million
for an expansion on the Recreation and Wellness Center. The
funding for· the biomedical center matches a $10 million donation from one year ago from Al · 1
and Nancy Burnett The $20 million will go towards the construction of a 103,000 square foot
home for the biomedical sciences program.
· The Rec. and Wellness Center
also r~ceived $10.8 million in
funding fot future expansions to
the building. No specific plans
exist for the center's expansion as
of yet. Also on the expansion
agenda is the Student Union,
which will also receive funding
for further expansion.
However along with the good
news of funding for additions to ·
all Florida universities and community colleges, there's· also
. some bad news. Students will
notice a slight increase in their
tuition this year as the state legislature voted to hike tuition by
five percent. The move . was
made in order to delete a lack of
ample state funds that's been
growing in unison with the
increasing enrollment throughout Florida
Currently a Florida resident
undergraduate student at UCF
taking 12 hours is paying $1,192.80
in tuition. With the five percent
increase students next semester
will be paying $1,252.44 for a full '
class load.

BRETT HART i CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU~E

Many of the graduates in attel)dance for last weekend's commencement ceremonies personalized their motorboards with special messages for family and friends as they awaited their time to cross the stage and end their time at UCF.

me to the real world

head right back to the classro~m· for graduate
school.
Former SGA President Kevin Peters has 'seen
More than 3,800 students watched their lives his fair share of graduation ceremonies .;:i.s he
,flash before their eyes last weekend as their col- served as a guest speaker at last year's graduation
lege existence came to an end at the UCF Arena: proceedings. But none of those ceremonies carThat's how many UCF students graduated and· ried the same weight as Thursday's 2 p.m. comtook their first steps into the real'world.
mencement for Peters because it was finally his
,
Students waited anxiously in their seats as they turn to cross the stage.
heard from a variety of speakers ranging from
"I thought it was a great ceremony," Peters said.
UCF President John Hitt to each session's keynote "I've seen a bunch of them because I've spoken at:
spe<µcer. Among the speakers featured in the six some of them. But this one meant a little more:
different commencement ceremonies were U.S. because it was mine."
r
Sen. Mel Martinez, Florida Secretary of State
Peters had a full plate in his college career,"from•
Glenda Hood and U.S. Rep. Ric Keller.
servip.g SGA in the highest capacity to holdin~:
For many of the departing seniors the com- positions in his fraternity. The past four years have:
mencement marked the end of their academic been a great learning experience f9r him, put M;
careers as most will move on and join the working says he won't miss the_added stress.
class. However, for _others graduating simply
means they have just a little time off before mey
PLEASE SEE STUDENTS ON A7

. Group of political
leaders addressed
more than 3,·8 00
graduating seniors .
atcommenceffient

· ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Animal rights group targets
local shop for selling sick pets

Controlled ,
bum to stave
off wildfires

Protesters say goal is to shut down business
CHARLIE WEISE
Contributing Writer

ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

')

In order to make the envitonment a
little more people-friendly and safer at
UCF, the school hosted a prescribed
burn of 25 acres yesterday on the north
side of the Arboretum.
Firefighters from Oran~e and Seminole counties as well as representatives
of the Florida Division of Forestry were
on hand to oversee the controlled fire as
the university predicted it will ensure
the prevention of future fires in the area
Mostly shrubbery, saw palmettos and
pine trees were burned.

. I

I

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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SERIES ON A9 Acontrolled burn near the north side of the Arboretum on Tuesday scorched 25 acres to prevent future wildfires.

I

An Orlando pet store has been targeted by an animal rights group for
allegedly selling sick and dying dogs
to customers who complained that
the animals either died within a few
days or were slowly nursed back to
health.
The Puppy Store, on the com~r of
East Colonial Drive and Bumby
Avenue, is besieged by Protesters
from the Orlando Animal Rights
Alliance that claims the store owners
sell ailing dogs after purchasing tbem
from puppy mills out west. These
mills run kennels that raise dogs in
cramped, crude andfilthy conditions.
The conditions often resemble facto-

.,I

ries and the animals are treated like
·
:
machinery.
The store owners, Barbara and:
Donald Glatz, could not be reached:
for comment.
·;
"The store obtains puppies with:
false medical records in order tol·
bring them over state lines," said:
Sarah Miller, the president and:
founder of the OARA. "Mothers and'
their litters often suffer from malnu-i
trition, exposure and a lack of ade·.::
quate veterinary care. Female dogs;
are bred twice a year and are usually:
destroyed when they are no longer:
able to produce puppies."
'
An array of OARA members set
up shop on the sidewalk in front of
PLEASE SEE
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Future publishing schedule
Just a friendly reminder, the
Central Florida Future will
publish once a week on
Wednesdays during the summer.

Job fair workshops
There will be tWo "How to
Work a Job Fair" workshops
on campus at 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
today in the Student Resource
Center Room 185. The workshops are in preparation for
Thursday's statewide job fair.
Attendees will be informed
on what to do before, during
and after any career expo, in
addition to providing general .
tips for interviews, resume
preparation, etc.
There
17th
Annual
Statewide Job Fair will be held
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Thursday at the UCF Arena. The fair
provides an opportunity to
meet employers looking for
both current students and
recent graduates.
attire
is
Professional
required and don't forget your
resume.
For more information contact Career Services & Experiential Learnmg at 407-823-2361
or see the insert in today's
issue.

International students converse
The Center for Multilingual .
Multicultural Studies is holding two conversation hours
this week. The events take
place at 1 p.m. today and
Thursday at the Ying International Complex.
These events provide an
opportunity for interested volunteers to learn about other
cultures and their customs, try
new foods and add an international component to their
resume.
For more information contact Lu~ja Wasowska at 407823-5515.

WebCT 411
There will be a free. lab
course on how to most effectively use WebCT for all your
web content course needs,
Monday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
in the Library Room 157.
Students wishing to attend
must sign up at least 24 hours
in advance on the WebCT 411
Web site, http://reach.ucf.edu/
-webct4ll/.
For more information, email coursedev@mail.ucf.edu.

Substance abuse support group
How much is too much?
Find out Tuesday from 5 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. in Student
Resource Center Room. 200 at
a substance abuse support
group meeting.
If you think you or some.:
one you know might have an
alcohol or drug abuse problem, this group can help with a
supportive and non-judgmental discussion.
Contact Laura Riddle or
Shannon Kelly at 407-823-28ll.

Sex, drugs, alcohol and class credit
REACH Peer Education is
looking for undergraduate students for this summer's three
credit elective: HLP2701 Peer
Education Training.
- The course takes place during summer C. This course
allows students ·to explore
ways to assist their peers .as
well as learn about contemporary college health issues such
as sexual assault, alcohol and
other drugs, HIV/AIDS, sexually transmitted infections and
diversity
Students will then have an
opportunity to utilize these
skills and knowledge to present valuable information and
act as a resource and. referral
source to other peers on campus.
This course is not available
for registration online, instead
stop by Trailer 617 located on
the Chemistry Lawn ~nd fill
out an application.
For more information, contact Melissa Day at 407-8235457, or by e-mail at mday@
·
mail.ucf.edu.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event. and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor
@ucfnews.com. Deadline for
the Wednesday summer ediis Monday at 5 p.m.

ton

Failed bills protect statµs quo
Aid for international students intact;
professors at liberty to express views
BRUCE RABIN &
THERESA DURRANT
Staff Writer& ContributingWriter

A pair of bills that would
affect the way college students
in Florida receive financial aid
and lectures from teachers did
not pass muster during the
2005 legislative session that
ended last week.
The first bill, which would
have stopped financial aid for
international students in Florida and redirect it to state resident students, died in the Senate despite being met with little
resistance in the House. If the
bill were passed and enacted,
international graduate and
doctoral students receiving
financial aid at UCF would be
heavily affected.
According to Mary McKinney, executive director of
financial aid, about 74 percent
of UCF students receive some
kind of financial aid, but not
many international undergraduates qualify.
Cornelius Mamboleo, president of the International Student's Association at UCF, said
he thought the bill was a "terrible idea."
'~though it doesn't directly
affect many undergrad students, I and others were
depending on that help to be
able to go to graduate school,"

Mamboleo said. "International
students here are very serious
about their studies and benefit
the community because they
stay in the United .states and
work here after they graduate."
Yentl Martinez, a marketing
major from Venezuela, said she
didn't think the bill was fair and
expressed concern for other
international students.
"We barely get any help,"
she said. "Tuition is insane.
This summer, I'm going to have
to pay over $3,000 for two
classes."
Two Florida resident students also thought the bill was
unfair to international students. They said the money
could have been redirE;!cted to
Florida studen~s by trimming
the fat from other programs,
such as cutting new road construction, instead of · taking
financial aid away from international students.
"It doesn't really affect me,"
Keith Jensen, a graduate student, said. "But if I thought they
had rejected other ways of
coming up with the money, like
cutting back on building
unnecessary new roads, I
would definitely be against it.
It's easier for them to take it
away_from people who aren't
voters."
.
Psychology major Meghan
Kettles said: ''I'm actually really

conflicted about that My best
friend's boyfriend is from Serbia and on a full scholarship to
UF. It would be great if the
money went to us, but I think it
could come from cutting back
building unnecessary new
roads instead of taking it away
from education."
The second bill, the Academic Freedom Bill of Rights,
also failed 'to pass in both
chambers of the legislative
branch.
The bill would have developed a statewide "bill of rights"
for faculty to deliver an unbiased teaching to students. The
bill would prevent them from
introducing
controversial
material into the curriculum,
such as the contentious evolution theory.
Opponents of the bill say
the fate of academic freedom
hangs precariously in the balance if this bill had passed.
They also say faculty would
limit what they teach and shy
away from any controversial
topics.
The bill would have opened
the door for students to sue
professors if they talk about
controversial issues. The Florida Department of Education
estimated that colleges and
universities would need $4.2
million to hire an extra attorney to deal with lawsuits ifthey
arised if the legislation had
passed.
Rep. Dennis Baxley, the bill's
sponsor, said he proposed the

bill on behalf of professors and
students and did not believe
the bill was harmful. He said
the bill was crafted to protect a
student's speech in a classroom
without worrying about academic persecution.
Harry Coverston, a visiting
humanities instructor at UCF,
said he felt the bill was inappropriate and opens a windfall
to problems.
"The bill will raise contentious levels," he said. "Students who do not want their
limited world views challenged
could feel emboldened to
threaten instructors with loss
of employment or perhaps
even sue under this bill. It will
have a chilling -effect on classroom discourse and instruction.
Students for Academic
Freedom, a group that represents a national coaltion of student organizations, supported
the bill.
Sarah Dogan, a director at
the center based in Washington, D.C., said students are
afraid to voice their opinion in
a classroom.
"We think there's a big problem on campuses," she said.
"Some professors force partisan ideas on stu4ents. Many
students are afraid to speak up
in the classroom."
But Coverston said: "There
are better ways, already in
place, to deal with professo:i:s
who use their classrooms as
bully pulpits."

Unhealthy dogs reason for complaints
FROM

A1

the Puppy Store every Saturday with hopes of deterring
prospective buyers, 1 Miller
said. The throngs are banned
from protesting in the parking
lot and their cars towed if they
park close to the store.
They sport protest signs
and pamphlets as they wave
and holler at passers-by. Some
signs alert drivers of passing
cars to honk if they love animals. It's a request that is frequently answered.
The Protesters want any
prospective buyer to speak
with them before entering the
store. Some members hold up
signs urging potential buyers
to adopt from shelters instead.
"They know we're out
here," said protest coordinator
Heather Carpenter. She is one
of the core members who
shows up every week and
could be found holding a sign
that says, "Ask me where to
adopt."
.
"We refer them to shelters. Animal rights Protesters form ranks outside Orlando's Puppy Store, which has been acru
You can get a puppy there
without spending $2,000,'' she ping at the pet store, OARA tions will no longer be associmembers refer them to local ated with Don and Barbara
said.
·
Glatz and they have been
Carpenter said part of the shelters.
Carpenter even dispenses banned from doing any of our
OARA's goal is to put out as
much "negative publicity" as advice, suggesting they go on trade shows."
The head of Morningstar
possible and to eventually shut to the Internet and check out
down the store.
Petfinder.com, a classified ad Expositions, W. D. Brown, did
The negative publicity site for animals, including cats, not elaborate on the decision
received an extra boost when dogs, reptiles, pigs and horses. but simply said, "The Glatzes
independent filmmaker and She said you can often find have a long history."
OARA member, Brian Field- purebred puppies there withThe Glatzes have a longname, won the Downtown out having to spend thousands standing history with owning
their pet store in the local comMedia Arts Center's weekly of dollars.
While the majority of the munity. Initially, they opened a
Short Film Slam with Mills and
Colonial, an impromptu docu- Protesters are animal rights shop named Breeder's Direct
mentary about the OA.RRs Feb. .activists, some former cus- and then renamed the store as
tomers of the Puppy Store Nut n' Butt Puppies after it
19 protest of the Puppy Store.
received a negative reputation.
approached have joined their ranks.
Fieldname
Miller with the idea, and she
Jacqueline Drago owned After it closed, the Glatzes
caned an "emergency protest," her "sweet little angel," Britney, reopened shop as the Puppy
gathering as many bodies as for only 12 hours before she Store.
Although the names of each
possible for the film. Though died of Parvo, a virus that comstore were different, they are
the documentary offers more monly affects young puppies.
emotion than hard facts and
Drago believes that Britney all united by a common thread
context, it received a favorable came from a puppy mill and - customer complaints.
A former Nut n' Butt cusreview from Orlando Weekly that led to her poor physical
While
she tomer, Cindy Coniam, said that
and is in contention for Short condition.
described Britney's death as she believes the Glatz's lied to
Film Slam winner of the year.
The weekly protests have "devastating," she wasn't about her about the pedigree of her
bulldog, Angelica.
nof gone unnoticed.
to take it lying down.
Dog buyers often use regOcala resident, Reba Parish,
"I went into fight mode,"
journeyed to the Puppy Store Drago said. "I think I called istry services to guarantee the
one Saturday on a quest to find everyone in Florida and told breed of their dog. The Ameriher son a replacement for his them I [had] a lawyer and I can Kennel Club is the most
dead dog. She was quickly [planned] to sue the store." popular and widely used regredirected to the sidewalk after Drago is now pursuing legal istry of this type.
Coniam said the Glatzes
seeing a few OARA members' action against the Glatzes and
joins protests with the OARA urged them to use another
signs.
.
service, Champion Pet RegParish "utterly hates puppy almost every Saturday.
mills" and said she won't buy
The OARA aren't the only istry, instead.
"They lead us to believe
from the Puppy Store after lis- ones boycotting the Puppy
tening to members of the Store. On April 5, pet trade that the Champion Pet RegOARA. .
show Morningstar Exposi- istry had been around for a
After discouraging prospec- tions, announced on its Web long time and was better than
tive puppy owners from shop- site that "Morningstar Exposi- the American Kennel Club,"

Nation & World
Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

President Bush receives warm
welcome during Georgia trip
TBILISI, Georgia - President Bush, before a cheering
crowd of tens of thousands of
people, said Tuesday that the
former Soviet republic of
Georgia is proving to the
world that determined people
can rise up and claim their
freedom from oppressive
rulers.
Bush spoke to a massive
crowd that filled Freedom
Square - known as Lenin
Square during Soviet rule and spilled out into the roads
that feed into the plaza. His
visit was the first from a U.S.
president
He hoped the speech
would balance his presence a
day earlier at a World War II
in
victory
celebration
Moscow's Red Square and
close his four-nation trip on a
high note.

•
••

•
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Israel vows Gaza pullout even in
event of Hamas parliament wins
JERUSALEM Israel
must withdraw from the Gaza
Strip no matter how well
Islamic militants do in Palestinian padiament elections a
month before the pullout,
Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz
said Tuesday.
Mofaz spoke in response to
Foreign Minister Silvan
Shalom's suggestion that
Israel consider calling off the
pullout if Hamas militants win
the July 17 vote.
·
Hamas, which has killed
hundreds of Israelis in suicide
· bombings, is expected to make
a strong showing in its first
run for the Palestinian parliament, but is not expected to
rout the ruling Fatah party. It is
honoring a truce with Israel
but has rejected calls by Pales-.
tinian leatler ¥ahmoud Abbas
to disarm after the vote.

•

•
•

•

U.S. presses China to update its
yuan currency system
WASHINGTON - Treasury Secretary John Snow says
"now is the time" for China to
change its currency system,
but there is no indication that
the Chinese feel the same
sense of urgency.
For the past decade, China
has tightly linked its currency,
the yuan, to the U.S. dollar.
U.S. manufacturers contend
this system has undervalued
the yuan by as much as 40 percent, giving the country a
competitive advantage over
U.S. companies.
While the Bush administration had previously insisted on
using quiet diplomacy, last
month it toughened its rhetoric in the face of a $162 billion
deficit with China alone, the
largest ever recorded with a
single country.
she said.
Unbeknownst to Coniam
was that Champion Pet Registry was established on Jan. 2,
2003 by Donald Glatz.
"We love Angelica but suspect that she isn't pure bulldog,
and my daughter paid $2,000
for her," Coniam said.
·
Members of the OARA say
that while other pet stores
practice unsavory business
techniques, the Puppy Store
and the Glatzes have been
severe offenders.
"T he Glatzes have been a
sore in animal rights activists'
sides for some years," Carpenter said. "Their personalities
are especially adversarial."
According to police reports,
Barbara Glatz had been
charged with battery on a customer during a dispute over
the validity of vet papers.
The argument became
heated and Barbara Glatz told
the customer to leave the store.
She took the dog and told the
customer she would refund
the cost. The customer asked
for the dog back and followed
Glatz, who left.
The report reads: Barbara
Glatz "punched the [customer]
in the stomach several times
before returning to the store.
The [customer] followed and
[Glatz] pushed her outside
before locking tpe door.''
Barbara Glatz was also
fined by the state of Florida in
2002 for failing to maintain a
of veterinary _
certificate
inspection.

Gay, straight men's brains act
differentfy, researchers say
WASHINGTON - The
sexual area of a gay man's
brain works a lot like that of a
woman when exposed to a
particl.ilar
stimulus,
researchers say.
In an experiment, men and
heterosexual women sniffed a
chemical from the male hormone testosterone. The
homosexual men's brains
responded differently from
those of heterdsexual males,
and in a similar way to the
women's brains.
The study was done by
researchers at the Karolinska
Institute in Stockholm, Sweden.
The brains of different
groups responded similarly to
ordinary odors such as lavender, but differed in their
response to the chemicals
thought to be pheromones,
lead researcher Ivanka Savic
said.

Oregon home-schoolers hold a
first statewide prom of their own

•
•
•
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•
•

•

•
•
•
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PORTLAND, Ore. - Oregon home-schoolers are not
going to miss out on one of
America's rites of passage.
About 100 home-schooled
students ages 14 and above are
expected to attend their first
statewide prom this Sunday.
As the number of homeschooled children continues
PLEASESEE
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*1.9 financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or PhaetoQ. See Salesperson for Details. oner good through 5/31/05.

Auto, Lthr, P/Lock, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much. More!

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All Power,
Sunroof, CD, _And Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX HUGE SELECTION
FOR 48 MONTHS

i

~· 48

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 5/3V05

mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 5/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Burno.er-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

2005 JETTA GL

2005 New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More! .

P/Loeb , P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless ~emote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

* 48 mo.

·J

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABlE

·'

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total du~ at signing is $199 which includes security deposit, PLUS

first payment. See dealer.for/fetail~, leajfng W..&l.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 5/3V05
.
~
'
.
.
~

-·
• 4Yr/50:000 Mile Bu•r-To~Bllll}Per warrantv ·
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertraln Warrantv
'•

~· 48 mo. -lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS
first payment. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C thru Vol.kswagen Credit. Expires 5/3V05

\

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2005 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2005ALL NEW
PASSATGL

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!
·

LEASE FOR

PASSAT WAGONS
$2U :cN~n~TrAx
FO~ 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEBEi

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $288 .which includes security deposit, PLUS

.
• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 .Mile Powertrain warrantv ·
first payment. See dealerfor details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 5/3V05
.

·

"

P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
&Much More!

PER MONTH
'

Go Topless!
.

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $269, which includes security deposit, first
. payment. See dealer for details, &tax in advance with approved credit. leasing W.A.C
thru Volkswagen Credit. 1.9% financing available. Expires 5/3V05.

•·4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warralitv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

Warranty up to 5 years! S~e Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 5/31/05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Con Assist You With:
'/

BIG SElECTION!

-sr

FIRST TIME
BUYER

'
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Nation & World

Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Montana woman awarded
degree posthumously
PORTLAND, ORE. - A
Montana woman got her
degree posthumously from
Lewis & Clark College in a
weekend ceremony in
which all graduates wore
purple ribbons and the
entire audience stood
silently to honor Cody
Dieruf of Bozeman.
Dieruf died of cystic
fibrosis ll days before graduation at the age of 23.
The posthumous bachelor of arts degree was conferred upon Dieruf in commencement ceremonies
Sunday at the school in
Portland, Ore.
Professor Linda Isako
Angst read Dierufs final
letter, sent by her older
brother, Levi. It thanked the
students and faculty for
being her second family.
"It was one of my greatest dreams in life to be sitting beside all of you," she ·
wrote. "Unfortunately, I had
challenges of my own I
could not overcome."
· College President Tom
Hochstettler described the
2000 graduate of Bozeman
High School as a "beacon of
optimism."

Students bare all for shock
value and laughs
WILLIAMSTOWN,
Mass. - Professor Eva
Grudin and her students got
an unannounced break
from class when two naked
students barged into her
Williams College lecture
hall, struck a quick pose and
ran out.
Grudin and her students
had just been streaked.
But this was no one-time
prank by some drunken college students. It was yet
another performance by
two members of the
Springstreakers, the latest
unofficial student activity
club at this elite. liberal arts
college.
Springstreakers is the
brainchild of Morgan Goodwin and Andy "Tex" Whinery, two skinny freshmen
who say there's no bigger
rush than dropping one's 1
drawers and getting maximum exposure by running
through a crowd.

Saturday's graduating class
will be Arizona college's last
TUCSON, Ariz. - The
largest graduating class in
Arizona International College's nine-year·history will
also be its last.
Thirty students are graduating Saturday from the
state's only public, exclusively liberal arts ·college,
which was created by the
University of Arizona in
August 1996.
At the university's
request, the Arizona Board
of Regents voted in 2001 to
dismantle the program after
existing students graduate.
University of Arizona
President Peter Likins said
then that the university
· couldn't afford to continue
running AIC. That year,
more than 400 students
were enrolled.

Norfolk State board votes to
lower graduate student tuition
NORFOLK, Va. - Norfolk State University graduate students will pay less in
tuition next year than they
are paying this year.
While the school's
undergraduate tuition is
among the lowest in the
state, a recent review by
Norfolk State officials
showed tuition and fees for
graduate students was
more expensive than similar schools. Tuition and
fees - currently at $6,803
- also was more expensive
than the $6,693 state average for four-year public colleges.
On Friday, the school's
Board of Visitors cut next
year's tuition and fees from
$7,028 - the amount they
approved in March down to $6,308. That
means students will end up
paying about $500 less next
year than this year.
Norfolk State has about
610 in-state graduate students, in fields including
criminal justice, education,
·materials science and
social work.
J.
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Israeli soldiers stand as bulldozers·remove an Israeli army roadblock in the West Bank.
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to rise,' :more are choosing to
adopt the traditions of the
schools they've left behind.
Although this prom is the
first for Oregon home-schoolers, such dances have been
gaining popularity nationally.
Web sites advertise proms
for home-schoolers in Tampa
Bay, Fla., Dallas, Texas, and
Santa Clara, Calif.

Steve Martin receives Mark Twain
award for humor
WASHINGTON - Steve
Martin, the "wild and crazy
guy'' who went on to become a
movie star, is getting one of
America's top comedy prizes.
Martin will be the eighth
recipient of the Mark Twain
Prize for American Humor,
given annually by the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. The presentation
will be made Oct. 23.
While best known for his
comedy, Martin also is an
award-winning fiction writer.
He was the screenwriter for
many of the films in which he
starred, including Roxanne,
L.A. Story, The Man with Two
Brains and Bowfmger.

There have been no,crashes
or injuries related to the defect,
GM officials said.

•

North Korea accuses U.S. of
"making a fuss" over nuclear tests

•

SEOUL, South Korea North Korea accused the United.States on Tuesday of "making a fuss" by notifying allies of
the nation's possible preparations for a nuclear test, and
maintained it. would stay away
from international disarmament talks. However, the North didn't
confirm or deny it was planning
such a test.
The state-run Rodong Sinmun daily newspaper said
Washington was branding
North Korea as a "nuclear criminal" in order to stifle the country and that the North "cannot
deal with" Washington.
U.S. officials said last week
that spy satellites show possible
preparations for North Korea's
first-ever nuclear weapons test,
including the digging and refilling of a large hole at a suspected test site in northeastern
Kilju.

Escambia deputies say man, teen
admit to 'Shopping Cart' killing

PENSACOLA, Fla. - A
young man and teenage boy
have confessed to stabbing a
PINE MEADOW, Calif. woman, wrapping her body in
Sheriff's deputies Tuesday blankets, wiring it into a shopfound the bodies of three adults ping cart and then dumping it
and three children scattered into a bayou, Escambia County
throughout a sprawling home sheriffs deputies say.
on a ranch in Southern CaliforSteven Wayne Pratt, 22, and
.nia, authorities said.
George Lucian Smith, 15, were
Sheriff Bob Doyle said arrested Monday, each charged
authorities made the grisly dis- with an open count of murder.
covery after receiving a 9ll call A grand jury or prosecutors
from inside the home at 4:30 will decide on specific charges.
am.
Pratt was being held at the
Doyle said the. bodies "had Escambia County Jail without
trauma to the head area," but he bond while Smith was turned
declined to say exactly how the over to the Florida Department
victims had died or if they were of Juvenile Justice.
related.
Each told investigators that
Doyle said the ranch is they had stabbed Patricia Findowned by David McGowan, an ley, 53, several times on May 1,
investigator for the Riverside according to an arrest report.
County district attorney's
The woman had lived with
office. He said investigators had Pratt and his family, but sheri.ff's
not confirmed that the bodies investigator Laura Montoya
were those of McGowan and declined to discuss a possible
his family.
motive, the Pensacola News
Journal reported.
GM recalls 300,000 vehicles over
The suspects said they
faulty tum 'signals
weighted down the shopping
WASHINGTON - General cart with a concrete block and a
Motors Corp. is recalling more stepping sto.n e before pushing
than 300,000 trucks and sport it off a bridge into Bayou
utility vehicles because of prob- Grande in the Navy Point comlems with .the turn signal on munity near Pensacola Naval
some vehicles, the company N.r Station, the arrest report
said Tuesday.
indicated.
GM said a driver indicating
· Jail records did not indicate
an upcoming turn by moving whether the defendants had
the directional signal up or legal representation and the
down might cause the front and Public Defender's Office has a
rear tum lights to flash, making standing policy against comit appear like a hazard warning. II,J.enting on pending cases it
The recall involves the 2003- has.
2004 model years of the.
A local family spotted the
Chevrolet TrailBlazer, the cart near the bridge Friday.
GMC Envoy, the Isuzu Ascender and the Oldsmobile Brava. - ASSOCIATED PRESS
da, and the 2004 Buick Rainier.

Three adults, three children found
dead in California ranch home

ALLERGY?
Board Certifieq Allergist
Located on _Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF

~Allergy

& Asthma Center
'wt/ ________
of East Orlando

l3oyce A. Hornberger, 11D, FAAAAI
3151 N. Alafaya Trail, Ste 103
, Phone: 407-380-8700
www.eastorlandoallergy.com
Additional location in O viedo
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Set the pace. Help navigate a complex and changing world. G uide
troubled teens toward a bright new horizon. And learn for yourself
why life's best l~ssons come from the heart.

•

• Youth Counselors, Outdoor Therapeutic Treatment Program
• Teachers, Experiential & Traditional Learning Programs
• Human Services Opport unities, }\esidential &
Community-Based Youth Programs

•

Opportunities In: Florida, Georgia, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Ohio, Rhode Island, Tennessee & Vermont

Choose the road less taken with a career path unlike any other.
Chart the way with. Eckerd Youth Alternatives. Learn more
online now and make plans to see us on campus.

'

..

UCF Arena
Thursday, May 12 • 1Oam-3pm

www. eckerdyouth. org
Fax: 727 -442-5911
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Make more than a living. Make a difference.

•
EOE/Drug-Free Workplace
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LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back..

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT"

.

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and d.o
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Ka~lan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
f~ll refund of your tuition:" * It's that simple.

LSAT: Classes Begin 6/23/05, 7/10/05, & 8/23/05
· GMAT: Classes Begin 6/22/05, 7/26/05, & 9/18/05
GRE:. Classes Begin 5/14/05, 6/22/05, & 8/25/05
MCAT: Classes Begin 5/26/05

Wofld Leader In Test Prep
and Admissions
rraCF1f~NE.

q? ··Mobile··

nationwide prepaid wireless

KAPLAN

A cingular

·

ra!sin9 the bar•••111 •

• Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

* *To be .eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled In Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com
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Becoine a

Teacher

America needs 2 million new teacher·s
over th~ next I0 years.

.
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If you are knowledgeable, motivated and hold a

bachelor's degree., you can become a certified teacher
without necessarily taking additional college courses.
Learn more about the respected and efficient Passport to

Teaching certification. Call l-87.7-NOW-ABCTE or visit
www.abcte.org for .a free Introduction Klt.

Save $100 off
application fees in May.
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Students entertained and
informed by McCain's speech
FROM

Al

Ultimately, Porter believes
the senator's visit will motivate students "to take more
responsibilitY in politics."
While McCain seemed to
enjoy instilling a sense of
responsibility in regard to politics on the students in attendance, he says one of his top
priorities is to mot_ivate fellow
lawmakers to show "restraint
in Washington" when it
comes to deciding how to
spend the nation's tax dollars.
Congressman
Feeney
joined .S enator McCain in
blasting colleagues in the U.S.
Senate and House for engaging in "pork-barrel spending"
on government projects they
see as frivolous diversions
that suck tax dollars away
from other initiatives more
important to the American
people.
McCain says pork-barrel
spending occurs when the
government spends "$1 million to study DNA of bears in
Montana." He also has previously criticized a plan allowing catfish farmers to cash in
on a government livestock
compensation
program
intended to aid cattle owners
after suffering flood damage.

The senator believes giving
catfish farmers money never
intended for them is another
example of Washington politicians engaging in pork-barrel
spending to gain popularity
and potential votes back in
their home districts. "When
did a catfish become analogous to a cow?" asked
McCain.
While McCain spoke
against spending millions to
research the DNA of mountam bears and bailing out catfish farmers, he had nothing
negative to say about the costly spftce program in Central
Florida's backyard. When
asked if sending a man to
Mars is another example of
pork-barrel spending he
responded,
"pork-barrel
spending has no relation to
that."
Congressman
Feeney
agreed and he spoke in strong
. support of the space program.
"Technological leadership in
space is absolutely essential,"
Feeney said. "Whoever has
the best technology in space
will be able to protect their
interests."
Another concern shared by
McCain and students attending the meeting is North
Korea's quest for nuclear
weapons and the rising ten-

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

sions between the communist
country and the United States.
Concerning the escalating
tensions, McCain said the
"next step is to go to the U.N.
and impose sanctions," but
also insisted that the United
States "not take the military
option off the table."
But that military option
comes with its costs. And
although McCain claims "we
could defeat [the North Korean] army in days,~· he also
warned that "North Korea
could set Seoul on fire and kill
hundreds of thousands of
people" before America could
secure the peninsula.
Other issues discussed at
the meeting included a return
to nuclear power in America,
reforming social security and
the recent Iraqi elections.
After directly voicing concerns to the influential senator, students like sophomore
Skip Moedinger left the event
feeling fulfilled. "It was exciting. I felt that I was a part of
our governmental process,"
said Moedinger.
"I appreciated the opportunity to meet the candidate and
ask him a question in person,"
he said. "It seems that these
types of events happen less
often today with our modern
media system."

•
•

•
ArmjReserve. Officer Candidate School (OCSJ provides the
direction', tralninc and skills you need to become a leader In the
Army and a leader in life. After completing Basic Combat Trainine,
candidates participate In OCS training for 14 weeks and then
attend the Officer Basic Course. In the Army Reserve you can
1 train near home and serve full lime when needed, To find out
. l more.~lsltGOARM\',COM/OCS2orcall 1-800-USA-ARMY.

FIND OUT WHAT
IT TAKES AT
GOARMY.COM/OCS2

•

Where: 12295 University Blvd., Suite Bin Orlando
When: MON - FRI 9 am - 6 pm (or call for an appointment)
. Who= Call your Army Reserve Recruiter at 407-281-1274 ·
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Movie screening opens eyes
to tragedies over Falun Gong
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Students shocked and concerned over human rights
understand the film. Falun
Contributing Writer
Gong (Falun Dafa) is a practice of refining one's body,
Last month; the Falun mind, and character, one of
Gong Cultivation Society at many such qigong 'practices
the University of Central that are rooted in China's culFlorida presented pre-release tural heritage. Similar in
screenings of the award-win- appearance to Tai Chi, the
ning film Sandstorm, which practice includes five gentle
exposes a tragedy unfolding in exercises and is based on the
China.
principles of Truthfulness,
The film details the gov- Compassion, and Forbearernment's alleged ongoing ance. The worldwide propapersecution of millions of ganda campaign to defame
people who practice Falun Falun Gong has been the corGong. More than fifty UCF nerstone of the Chinese
students saw the film. Many regime's persecution ofpractistayed for more than an hour tioners and their families.
afterwards for discussion. A
In order to counter the
commonly heard comment defamatory propaganda camwas, "I had no idea."
paign, Michael Mahonen, the
The film tells the story of a film's writer, director, and promid-level policeman and his ducer, wrote the script after
wife who are trapped at home practicing Falun Gong for
for twelve days during a mas- · almost one year. Motivated by
sive sandstorm. They are run- their strong desire to get the
ning out of food, water, and truth out, the all-volunteer
_medicine, and fearing for their cast and crew, some of whom
young daughter who has not had had no previous acting or
returned home from school. filmmaking experience, proDuring his confinement, the duced the film on a shoestring
policeman's
conscience budget.
emerges, and ~e is haunted by
They used their own
memories of his role in men- homes, offices, and basements
tally and physically abusing as sets. Given the circumFalun Gong practitioners for stances, it is even more
adhering to the principles of remarkable that Sandstorm
their practice. The experi- has won 22 awards at film fesences of both the arrested
Falun Gong practitioner and
the policeman ·are based on
first-hand accounts coming
out of China. The film is a
moving portrayal of the dapgers of blindly following
orders without regard to
morality.
Club president Minhnhat
Ho and other Falun Gong
practitioners provided the
audience with background
information to help them
LOUISE ROTHMAN

tivals in the United States and
abroad, including 11 awards for
Best Feature Film.
UCF students in attendance at last month's screening shared relatively the same
opinion after the movie's
screening.
"I found the seminar very
educational," said John Zimmerman, a member of the
UCF Student Government
Association. "Sandstorm was
very moving."
"The entire presentation
was extremely well put
together and it really opened
my eyes," UCF student Jacob
Pasquarella said. "It makes my
heart hurt when people are
persecuted for believing in
peace. I am sure to tell many
people I know about what I
learned tonight."
"I find it extremely disturbing that the UN and governments around the world allow
this to happen," student Andy
Chen said of the film's violent
depictions. "It is true that
China is a large economic
power; however, we should
choose to do business only
with those who are civilized
lest we lose our humanity."
More information on the
film can be found at
www.SandstormMovie.com.
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Dealers can
Purchase
on-line!
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200+
Great Selection/Miles
03's-98's-Taurus,Stratus,Alero
CARS, VANS, SUV'S, PICK-UPS, HEA~Y
DUTY TRUCKS and more...

, Thursday-May 19th-1 Oam
Preview Wed.-May 18th-9am-5pm
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A
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Ft!ture Sale Dates: 3rd Thursday Monthly
June 16-1 Oam .
July 21 -10am
August 18-1 Oam
September 15-10am
,a
October 20-10am
9
For more info go to: .

orlandoautoauction.com
Mos~

Floorplans accepted,

GSA vehicles can also be purchased by select Credit Cards

· 571 Mercy Dr. Orlando, Fl. 32805 407-299-3904
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Entertainment
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.SMOKEE ~

TAVER.t~'°"' ,
WEDNESDAYS
Open Mic Nlahl
With Ramez
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Karaoke

SUNDAY .

Blues Jam. 5 -9 o.m.

----No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
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PARK AVE CDs:

401-211-1665
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Students prepare to move .
on as they end UCF chapter
FROM

Al

Said Peters: "It feels great
and it's a big load off my shoulders, that's for sure."
Law school is next on
Peters' list, but whether or not
he wants to go right away is
the choice he faces now. He
said he wouldn't mind taking a
year off and spending some
time on the west coast before
he returns to academic life.
Also joining · Peters in
Thursday's later commencement was UCF men's tennis
player Rhett Rosen. Rosen's
time at UCF was highlighted
by three consecutive Atlantic
Sun Conference champi' onships, but he said the feeling
9f crossing the stage is definitely up there with the trophies.
"It felt great to finally be
there and know that I actually
did it," Rosen said. "It was just
nice to have a completion to
everything. After the last final
it doesn't really hit you until
that day when you realize
you're getting your diploma
and you're walking across the
stage."
Both Ro'sen and Peters
spoke highly of their commencement's speaker Lynda
Keever, publisher of the business magazine Florida Trend.
Like Peters, Rosen will also
be attending law school, but
the tennis standout is wasting
no time as he will be enrolled
" in the fall. Where he'll be is
still up in the air. Rosen has
been admitted to Nova, but is
still waiting on a few other
schools before he makes his
decision final.
For liberal studies graduate
Josh England there are no
more classes to be taken. He
couldn't be happier that he
graduated and won't have to
face the rigorous class loads
anymore. As for the commencement ceremony, England said he erijoyed Sen. Martinez's speech very much, but
he enjoyed walking across the

ADHD affects over 3°/o

of the _adult population.
In other words, you're not alone.
People with ADHD often have symptoms such as:

0 feelings of restlessness or impatience
0 procrastinating or disorganized
0 bored easi Ly
0 difficulty paying attention

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF President John Hitt greeted the more than 3,800 graduates as they crossed the stage.

stage even more.
"I thought it was well put
together and it was pretty
quick and went by smoothly,"
England said. "I don't really
know what to do with myself
but I'm just really happy that
I'm finally done and out of
UCF."
England plans to go straight
into the work force and couldn't emphasize enough that he
is done with school.
"No more grad school or
anything like that,''- he said.
"I'm kind of tired of it all."
Communicative disorders.
graduate Courtney Soloff isn't
sure about her post-UCF life

just yet but she is more than
certain she shares the same
joyous feeling that pulsated
through the arena Thursday
morning.
"It was really fast and painless and it was great just to
have my 10 seconds of walking·
across the stage,'' Soloff said.
"It was a fantastic feeling just .
knowing that I graduated in
four years."
Soloff admits she'll take
some time off to decide if she'll
go for her master's or if she'll
jump straight into the work
force, but she knows for sure
that she's more than happy to
have her degree from UCF.

If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may
qualify for a medical research study involving an
· investigational medication. Call , for immediate
evaluation. Eligible participants will receive a
comprehensive
psychiatric
evaluation
and
compensation •.Appointments always available.
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a textbook
swingers club
Face it: bookstqre buyback is a ripoff
Exchange textbooks on campus
And do it all for free, UCF
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Come join your classmates already .living here•••
plus receive a Fiii Washer/Dryerl
• Down Payment Assistance
•Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
• Tax Deductions

•Clubhouse
• Two Swimming Pools
•.Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open Monday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
anti Sunday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 ,.m. ·
On Colonial (Hwy. 50) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

407 -281 ,• 6029
..

1575 P I Street • Orlando, F.lorida 32828 • www.flap

~ks.com

YOU+THEM-BOOKSTORE

bookproxy.com
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Florida ·

407-384-6800 :

407-380-5807
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Individual Leases
FuUy Furnished
Roommate Matching
FuH, Size Was~er .& Dryer
U·t ilities Included
• ElectriC!:ity *restrictions apply
• Cable w/HBO
•Ethernet
• Water & Sewer
Poolside Wir.eless Ethernet
24 hour Clubhouses
24 hour ·piiiness Centers
24 hour Computer Labs
Swimming Pools
Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts
Sand Vol:leyball Courts
Extens.ive Activity Calendar
UCF Police Jurisdiction
On-site.Academic Advising
'

I~I @ www.collegeparkweb.com
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WHAT THE DOCTOR PRESCRIBED

Ask-

a doc

)

JOHN GEORGIOU, PA-C
UCF Health Services

A family member was diagnosed with glaucoma. What is
this medical condition and how
is it treated?

).
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What's burning and
why did UC-F do it?
Area burned:
North side of the Arboretum; 25
acres
Reason it was burned:
Restore natural fire regime in areas
that depend on fire for ecosystem
diversity and health.
Vegetation on burn site:
Amixture of shrub, saw palmetto
and pine trees.
Site history:
It was burned 10 years ago along
with the parcel to the east. _

COURTESYWWW.ENVIRONMENT.UCF.EDU

Series of burn's to help campus,
Arboretum look more pleasing
three years, and plants and animals
depend on that, then ifyou go 20 to
Driving on to campus yester- 30 years without a fire, they will
day, people were treated to billow- die off."
·
ing smoke that could be seen from
Prusak helped create the plan
any building at UCF. No one was in for the burn in conjunction with
harm's way, however, because the the Nature Conser\rancy.
scorched area is not located near
"The other aspect is wildfires,"
any of the roads.
he added. "If a site that is riaturally
After a bolt of lightning started ' accustomed to fire doesn't burn
a large fire in.the Arboretum last for a long time, then the next time
year, UCF decided that this burn you get a wildfire caused by arson
would be necessary in order to or lightning, the intensity is much
make sure that kind of freak nature . higher and it's harder to control."
accident would not happen again.
But the burn isn't just about
"We look at fire from two dif- prevention. It has some aesthetic
ferent ways," Florida Fire Manager purposes as well. Acres of brush
Zach Prusak said. "One is an eco- and palmettos serve as a catalyst
logical way. If you have an ecosys- for fires; however, they're also not
tern that's used to fire every two or too pleasing on the eye.
FROM
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Yesterday's burn started what
will be a series of burns over the
next few years that will help make
the campus look better than it
already does.
"We want to return to a more
natural landscape, a friendlier
landscape with more biodiversity,"
said.Martin Quigley, director of the
UCF Arboretum. "We want the
campus to look cleaner and more
welcoming."
Making the campus welcoming
to humans is one aspect of the
clean-up portion of the burn, btit
the fires also help preserve plant
and animal habitats as well.
The site that was burned yesterday had previously been burned
10 years ago.·

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Martin Quigley, director of the UCF Arboretum, overlooks the controlled fire.
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READ THE LEASE!
Look a.t your lea~e careful1y. M?st state that_YOU must ~nspect
the unit at the time of move-m. If there is a deadline for
giving a list of proble1ns back to the landlord, make sure
you get it' back to the landlord by the deadline, and keep a copy for
yourself.
TAKE PICTURES!
To further protect yourself frJm being charged for damages
existing when you move in, take photos of all common
areas, your romn, and bathroom. Ph~tograph any current
problems with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and
the lawn/landscape (if you are responsible tor lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates!

I

~

ST ,UDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

Losing your security deposit or being charged for damages
at rentals around UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to
help "secure" a chance of getting some or all of your deposit back
and not be overcharged when you move out:

.

Glaucoma is a common condition of the eyes. It involves
increased intra-ocular pressure
(inside the eye), which can lead
to optic nerve damage and
eventually blindness. The
appearance of the eye is not
affected at all, and the eye can
look entirely normal.
Glaucoma is usually found
in individuals over the age of 40
with some exceptions. Risk factors are unclear, although it has
a strong hereditary connection.
There is some evidence that
high blood pressure can contribute as well.
Most of the time the condition shows no signs of symptoms, but sometimes, one can
experience blurred vision,
decreased peripheral vision
(late sign); and sometimes
headaches. It is frequently diagnosed after an eye exam where
the pressure inside the eye is
measured, and found to be elevated.
.
It can occur in one eye or
both, and with varying severity
from one eye to the other if
both are involved.
Initial treatment usually
involves topical drops, which
tend to be effective for most
individuals. In cases · where
individuals may not respond to
medications, surgery is indicated, where a small hole is created in the eye to allow for proper drainage of the "aqueous
humor" which is a type of fluid
that circulates inside the eye.
This usually is quite effective
long term, but surgery remains
the last resort, due to potential
complications.
The best way to deal with
this condition is to find out if
one has it early. By doing this
and getting appropriate treatment, one can prevent blindness. Therefore it is important
to get frequent eye exams and
be on alert for this condition,
especiaily if there is a family
history of it.
Once found, glaucoma is
highly manageable. Therefore,
annual screening remains the
best strategy for dealing with
this silent and potentially devastating illness.
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INSPECT EVERYTHING!
The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection
sheet. If not, inake your own list, stating existing problems
within each room of the unit. Be very specific - note
everything major and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition
of mattress, furniture, walls, blinds, countertops,, EVERYTHING!
'
../

MAKE A COPY!
Be sure to ~ake a copy of the completed inspection sheet
BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe
place during the duration of your lease.
I

../

../

INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
By taking these steps, you should not be charged for preexisting .damage when you move out. And you will be able to
prove which damages were there at the time you moved in, if
the damages claimed against your deposit are disputed.

lwww. stule gal. sdes. ucf. edul
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For more info, or if you have problems, call 407-823-:-~538' set '.up 'ai1 ap.pointment, o'r visit the Student Resource Center, room I 55
Monday \·-r Friday 8am-5prp. ~We assist with selected ar~as ~o(la~,, in.cl.~ding landlorq~teria11~, ·consumer. criminaL°'traffic & more. Eligible
studen~~ can receive free C~!nsultaion & repn:~sentat.i~~n. Funded b .ctiv~ty & Senl'ce Fee through the St11d_e nt O(overmnent Association
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Starting a new era ·in men's soccer
Erwin hopes to use
"To be given the keys to your first prothirig here. right in the center of the
gram is·obviously very exciting, espe- his recruiting skills at
·: state. We have a wonderful oppor:tunity
for them· academically and athletically
cially when it's a program that has the UCF to attract stars
from around the state.
ability and potential that we have."
right,in the middle of the state, where
"We had a very
Erwin replaces previous Coach Bob
we can win on a very national level, on
Winch whose contract UCF decided specific plan of action
the highest level"
at SMU," Erwin said.
not to renew.
Erwin continues, "The university
the Kriights into a brighter future.
In his time as an assistant at SMU, "I think that is going
has made a commitment to try and be a
Brent Erwiri, who for the last six
Top 25 program, and I think that's part
years has been an assistant coach at ' Erwin compiled.an impressive record. · to .b e very useful at Erwin
of the reason that I'm here, to try and
Southern Methodist University was College Soccer News ranked him as one Central Florida What
named the new coach of the UCF men's of the top assistant coaches in the coun- we need to do is solidify our home area make that happeri."
In his time at SMU the Mustangs
soccer team on May 1, his first job as a. try for the last three years, and his · What we need to do is make those playrecruiting classes were consistently ers and those young men and their famhead coach.
ilies realize that we have a wonderful
"It's very, very exciting," Erwin said. ranked among the nations top five.
PLEASESEE ERWIN ONA12

New coach .has experience and
vision to lead Knights into future
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

This fall will mark the beginnfug of a
new and more competitive era for UCF
men's soccer as it heads into Conference lJSA. Last week UCF revealed
who it believes is the best choice to lead

Troy.takes
command
of A-Sun
·standings

/

.

Stephanie Best becomes only the second
· player in the history of A-Sun softball to win
three consecutive Player of the Year awards.

.

Baseball falls three games
behind conference leader

Better than the
rest: Best wins
top honor again
UCF shortstop wins her third
A-Sun Player of the Year. award
MATT .DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

'}

Tuesday morning was just another
historic day for the UCF softball program,
· as Stephanie Best joined elite company
being named Atlantic Sun Player of the
Year for the third consecutive season.
A South Carolina native, Best became
just the second person in conference history to win the award three times, following in the footsteps of Florida Atlantic's
Nicole Myers from 2000-02.
Best was one of only three studentathletes to be unanimous selections to
the All-Conference First Team. She n.o t
only leads the A-Sun, but also paces the
nation with 23 home runs. Best is also
19th in the NCAA with a .779 slugging .
percentage, and is the second most frequently walked player drawing 0.76 walks
per game.
Best paced her squad with a .330 batting average and 54 RBis. She led the A- .
Sun scoring· 51 runs while tallying a .487
on-base percentage. She currently stands
second with 54 RBis and 134 totals bases.
Hurler Lindsay Enders joined Best on
the All-Conference First Team. Enders.
was named Pitcher of the Week three
times during the regular season, including back-to-back stints ·on April 11 and 18.
The Virginia native anchored the
pitching staff going 21-12 with a 1.58 ERA
shattering the program record with 43
appearances, including 30 complete
games. Enders was a stifling 9-1 with
three shutouts, and a 0.90 ERA in A-Sun
action. The overall 1.58 ERA along with
174 strikeouts and 21 victories were personal bests for the senior improving on
PLEASE SEE
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Why Best is
the best ...

.330
Batting average for
Best in her 176
at-bats this year.

23
Home runs for Best,
which is more than
anyone in the nation.

54
. RBis for Best, which
leads the Knights
this season.

SOFTBALL ON A12

MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

For the second consecutive weekend, and the
first time. since the 2003 season the UCF baseball
team dropped back-to-back games on consecutive
weekends against an Atlantic Sun rival. This time it
was league-leading Troy that took two of three
from the Knights.
UCF (37-13, 16-8 A-Sun) started the weekend
well, tying a 26-year-old school record by blasting
seven home runs in a 19-8 rout of the Trojans (31-16,
19-5 A-Sun) on Friday night.
Dee Brown and Tyson Auer each hit two round
trippers. Auer drove in a career-high five runs
while Brown broke out of a 3-for-26 slump recording five hits, including ~ third grand slam of the
season.
UCF jumped all over Troy starter Landon
Brazell in the first inning as the Knights sent 10 batters to the plate and scored seven runs on six hits.
Auer and Ryan Bono each launched two-run
homers in the inning;
The Trojans responded with four runs of their
own on one swing in the home half of the inning as
Brian Bennett ripped a grand slam cutting the UCF
lead to 7-4.
Matt Horwath continued the home run brigade
by UCF starting the second inning by knocking his
eighth home run of the season. Marshall Bernhard
added his second sacrifice fly of the night extending the UCF advantage to 9-4.
Troy came right back with four runs over the
third and fourth innings chasing U<;:F starter Darren Newlin from the game closing the gap within 98.
.
The Knights added to their lead in the seventh
tacking on four more runs. Drew Butera continued
his hot hitting with an RBI single to score Bernhard.
With two outs in the frame, Auer pushed a threerun homer down the line in left giving reliever Mike
Billek a five-run cushion at 13-8.
, Billek was solid of the bullpen in his first relief
appearance of the season allowing just two runs on
seven hits with nine strikeouts in seven innings of
work earning the win.
Back-to-back home runs by Brown and JohnMichael Howell in .the eighth and a grand slam by
Brown in the ninth closed out the scoring giving
UCF seven homers for the game.
.
The last time the Knights had hit seven homers
in a game was in 1979 against Florida Memorial.
UCF has'3.lso hit five grand slams this season after
not hitting any over the previous three seasons.
Saturday evening's game at Riddle-Pace Field
had a little more drama to it as Troy third baseman
' Jared Keel connected on a walk-off, two-run home
run to lift the Trojans' past UCF 6-5 to even the
series.
Keel fell behind 0-2 in the count before he gave
the Trojans their fourth homer of the game, and
first walk-off win of the season. The victory also
gave Troy back its two-game cushion in the league
PLEASE SEE
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Men's tennis heads to Gainesville for showdown with the Gators
.

Ki;iights look to
avoid ending year
at Flonda again
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor ·

iJ

After clinching a spot in the
NCAA Championship in midApril, the UCF men's tennis
team had to wait until last
week to find out who their
opponent would be. ·
As expected the Knights

'

competition this weekend will
be stiff.
On Saturday the UCF men's
tennis team will take on the
No. 4 seed Florida Gators in
the first round of the NCAA
Championship for the third
straight year.
The Knights will travel to
Gainesville for the match on
the home turf of the Gators at
Linder Stadiurri and Ting Tennis Complex.
In theit previous two meetings in the NCAA Tournament
the Gators had swept UCF.
The Kni1hts, who are mak-

~

ing theii third straight trip to
the NCAA Championship,
have been on fire lately, winning 12 of their last 14 matches.
UCF's latest victory came
on April 17 at the A-.Sun championships when they defeated
Troy to clinch a spot in the
NCAA field.
The Knights will have to
play a perfect match in order
to beat the Gators, who are
rallked No. 3 in the nation.
Florida is participating in their
15th
consecutive
NCAA
Championship,
which
it
reached by winning the South-

eastern Conference champi- bourne, won the Florida Class
onship on April 20.
3A State singles title last
In their only meeting earli- month. As a senior he went 14er this year, the Gators 1, and was named the Florida
stomped the Knights 7-6 in Today All-Space Coast Player
Gainesville on January 23. .
of the Year after his junior
On Monday the Knights year.
"We· are very excited that
also announced the signing of
two National Letters of Intent Jimmy will be joining our profrom two of the top tennis gram," UCF Coach Bobby
players in the state.
Cashman said in a statement
Jimmy Roesch and Brock released on Monday. "He has
Sakey will both join the men's · excelled on the prep level and
tennis program as freshmen in was also ranked in the top 10 in
Florida in his age group last
the fall.
Roesch, who played at Eau year. He is strong in: academics
Gallie High School in Mel- as well. and will be a key addi-

tion to our team."
Sakey, who was a star at
Gulf Breeze High School,
made it to the Florida Class 2A
state title match earlier this
year, after winning three
matches at the state championship.
"Brock is the complete student athlete," Cashman said.
"He excels in the classroom
and is also strong on the
courts. Both Brock [Sakey]
and Jimmy [Roesch] will be
key components in helping us
make the move into Conference USA."

Sporn Desk
Knights Sweep A-Sun
All-Sports honors
The final campaign in the
Atlantic Sun Conference has
been quite memorable for
UCF athletics, as the Knights
picked up som~ more trophies before making the transitic>n to Conference USA in
the fall.
For the third consecutive
year, UCF has swept the ASun All-Sports trophies as
announced by the league on
Monday. The Knights won
both the 2004-2005 Jesse C.
Fletcher and Sherman Day
awards, given annually to the
top men's and women's athletic programs in the conference throughout the course
of the acaden,llc year.
"Winning the Jesse C.
Fletcher and Sherman Day
awards three years in a row is
a tremendous accomplishment," UCF Athletics Director Steve Orsini said in a
statement released on Mon- ·
day. "Noto.illy has UCF experienced great success on the
playing field, but our student-athletes have also
achieved success academically. These awards are a tribute to the hard work and dedication
from
our
student-athletes, coaches and
staff."
·
The Jesse C. Fletcher trophy, given to the best men's
program, has been awarded
to UCF seven times since
they joined the conference in
1992.
This year the UCF men
have clinched three A-Sun
titles, the most recent coming
in tennis. UCF also won the
men's basketball title in
March and the men's soccer
title last fall.
The A-Sun competition
will be happy to see the
women of UCF athletics
_leave as they have won their
fourth consecutive Sherman
Day Trophy, their seventh in
10 years. UCF's ladies won
the regular season basketball
and track and field championships this academic year.

Men's golf receives bid to
NCAA East Regional
On Monday the UCF
men's golf team was awarded
an at-large bid to the NCAA
East Regional Golf Championships.
The Knights are seeded
14th of 27 teams in the tournament, which will be played
May 19-21 at the Golf Club of
Tennessee in Nashville.
The top 10 teams at each
of the three regional sites will
go on to play in the NCAA
Championships June 1-4 at
the.Caves Valley Golf Club in
Owings Mills, MD.
"We're excited about the
opportunity to extend our
season." UCF Coach Nick
Clinard said in a statement
released Monday. ·~ct we're
looking forward to competing for a spot in the NCAA
Championships."
The Knights will be making their ninth appearance in
the NCAA Division I Regional Golf Championship, and
will be trying t6 advance to
the NCAA Championships
for the fourth time in program history.
Last year the Knights won
the A-Sun automatic bid into
the NCAA Regional, but fell
six shots shy of making it to
the NCAA Championships.

Women's track and field
strong at Seminole Twilight

i
,...

With impressive performances in the pole vault, high
jump and hurdles, the
women's track and field team
continued their strong spring
season at the Seminole Twilight on Saturday night.
Sophomore Katie Fowke,
the UCF record holder in the
pole vault with a jump of 120, placed second in the event
on Saturday with a jump ofll3.75. Freshman Kelsely Bealert placed fifth with a jump of
9-10
In the high jump, senior
Ann-Louise Larsen finished
second and sophomore
LesSundra Ford finished
third. Larsen, who is ranked
eighth in the nation in the
high jump, posted a leap of 58.75, marking the seventh
time .t his season she has met
the NCAA regional qualifying standard. "
UCF junior Diana Chin,
the only athlete competing in
two events, finished fourth in
the·100-meter hurdles with a
time of 14.06, she was also
sixth in the long jump.
PLEASE .SEE
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Erwin: Winning attitude needed
FROM

All

INSIDE THE

NUMBERS

\

held an impressive record of
86-19-7 and went to the NCAA
Tournament all six years. In
2000 the Mustangs reached the
NCAA Final Four, and were
ranked the top team in the
..
nation for 14 consecutive
weeks.
Erwin also played a part in
the development of seven AllAmericans and 20 all-con{erence honorees. The SMU men
also held a perfect academic .
progress rate of 1,000 in
Erwin's time with the Mustangs.
Erwin's positive experience
at SMU should help to prepare
him for the rigors the Knights
will face this fall in Conference
USA
"Brent [Erwin] has a great
deal of recruiting experience
and strong ties in the state of
Florida," UCF Athletic Director Steve Orsini said in a statement released last week. "His
focus on helping his players
excel on the field and in the
classroom will be an asset to
COURTESY SMU SPORTS INFORMATION
the continued growth of our
Erwin knows that the transition from the A-Sun to Conference USA this fall will not be an easy one for UCF, as the competition will be stiff.
men's soccer program as we
make the transition to Coilfer- and in terms of what our ''What we need to do is entrust future, a change in the team's
expectations are."
ourselves and have our best mindset will be necessary.
ence USA this fall."
The competition will most performance every time we Erwin hopes to instill a sense of
The Knights have been successful in the A-Sun, winning certainly be stiffer in Confer- play, because ifwe worry about dedication in his team that will
the last three A-Sun tourna- ence USA where the Knights performance first then the keep them committed to soccer all year long.
ments and advancing to the will face six teams this coming results will come.
"I am not somebody who's
"If you can start building
NCAA Tournament, but season that played in the
according to Erwin, the NCAA Tournament last year. saying 'Hey we're going to sac- that culture," Erwin said '~d
Knights will face a completely UCF was the only team in the rifice a year to rebuild', that is it's not like its being forced or
different level of competition A-Sun to participate in the unfair to the seniors and unfair mandated, it has to be nurtured
tournament last year. This new to the players on the team. We and brought on by the group,
in Conference USA
"We're stepping into some- level of competition means have the opportunity to win you'll find that you're more
thing that's a whole different that win's and losses may not right now, but we have to do successful.
"It's the players responsibildeal," Erwin said "Conference be the most accurate measure that the right way."
And the right way, in ity is to bring their best attiUSA is going to be a quality · of success for men's soccer this
Erwin's view is to build a win- tude, concentration and effort
conference that the A-Sun just fall.
"If we start defining our .ning culture around the UCF every day. And its my job to
was not ... The entire program
program.
Erwin provide them with a good enviis going to have to take a huge success solely in wins and loss- soccer
step forward, both in terms of es at first we're going to be believes that in order for the ronment, know-how and feedwhat our competition level is missing the point," Erwiil said Knights to be successful in the back."

.

Softball readies for A-Sun tournament
FROM

All

her All-Conference Second
Team performance from a
season ago.
jania Shinhoster was the
· only Knight to make the AllConference Second Team. It
was the third time that Shinhoster has been dubbed an
All-Conference selection. She
paced UCF with 66 hits on her
way to a .322 average. The
Miami native picked up her
play during the A-Sun season
hitting .382 spending a majority of her time at the top of the
Knight lineup picking up 13
RBis.
The Knights (41-26-1, 13-7
A-Sun)ended the regular season on Friday night splitting a
doubleheader with Stetson
(35-18, 13-7 A-Sun) on Senior
Night in DeLand. UCF took
the first game, 5-1 before the
Hatters stole the second game,
6-5 in eight innings.
UCF drew first blood in the
opening game putting a three
spot on .the board in the second inning.
Shinhoster blasted her
fourth home run of the season, a three-run blast with two
outs to give UCF an early 3-0
lead.
The Knights added two
more runs in the fourth inning
pushing the advantage to 5-0
when Brytanni Lindheim fisted a two-out single into left
tenter field.
"Our girls came through
big time in clutch situations in
the first game," Coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie said. "Not just
Jania and Brytanni who got
the RBis, but the girls before
them in the line-up that
extended those innings to
allow those two to get the key
hits."
Lindsay Enders fired
another complete game, and
picked up her 21st win on the
season giving up only one run
despite allowing 11 hits. .
The only Hatter run came
in the seventh on a bases
loaded walk to Nicole Forbes
after Stetson started the frame
piecing together three consecutive singles.
"Lindsay did a fantastic job
with this being her first game
back after the long layoff,"
Luers-Gillispie said. "She did a
good job of doing what she
could, and getting herself out
of jams producing key pitches
at the right times."
Enders left 12 Stetsdn runners on base, including leaving the bases full twice.
The Hatters were able to
cdt>italize on their chances in
game two, and come from

behind for a 6-5 victory in
eight innings.
· With the score tied at five,
right fielder Sherilynn Wilder
capped Senior Night slapping
a line drive into the left center
gap to score pinch runner
Laura Whalen from first for
the extra-inning walk-off double.
'We knew that they were a
scrappy team, and that they
were going to put the ball in
play," Luers-Gillispie said. "It
came down to that last hit in
extra innings, and who was
going to be able to get that run
in the last inning."
Once again UCF jumped
out to a quick 3-0 lead after a
half-inning of play u~ing a
fielding error and a passed
ball to do the damage.
Wilder picked up her first
RBI of the game in the second
inning scoring Angie Eguilor. ·
In the next inning, the Hatters
tied the game· at three on the
first of three Melissa Wiggins
home runs.
Wiggins gave Stetson a 4-3
lead in the fifth with a blast to
straight away centerfield.
The Knights ·would charge~
back in the seventh to take a 54 advantage. Amber Lamb
drew a bases loaded walk
while Crystle Krafft picked up
the go-ahead hit with an RBI
single.
Wiggins struck again in the
bottom of the seventh, breaking a school record with her
third homer of the game.
·~t that point we were trying to pitch around her,"
Luers-Gillispie said. "Jen was
trying to throw her inside, but
her pitch got too much of the
plate."
Wiggins finished the doubleheader going six-for-seven
with four RBis, and for her
efforts was dubbed A-Sun
Player of the Week.
UCF opens the A-Sun tournament ·o n the FAU campus
with the No. 4 seed against
No. 3 Lipscomb. The Knights
split with the Bisons during
the regular season.
"We're looking forward to
going up against Lipscomb,"
Luers-Gillispie said. "They are
a tough team. Their pitcher in
the second game did a good
job of holding us down, and I
have a feeling we are going to
see her in that game."
First pitch is slated for 9
am. tomorrow morning. The
tournament is double elimination with the winner receiving
an automatic bid to the NCAA
Regionals.
Her;·s a glace at UCF's
first ro ·9. opponent. A preview oft · rest of the field can

be found on UCFnews.com
The Bisons come into their
first-ever Atlantic Sun tournament winners of four straight,
including a 4-2 victory over
No. 11 Alabama on Sunday
afternoon. However, UCF has
won four of six previous
meetings against Lipscomb.

pick up clutch hits. Heather
Collins, an A-Sun Second
Team and All-Freshman performer, leads the way hitting
.344. -She is also second on the
squad With 24 RBis.
Lipscomb finally has to
battle a little history as Gardner-Webb went 0-2 a season
ago making their first tournament appearance.

Lipscomb wins if••.

Lipscomb roses if...

Tournament jitters don't
get the best of them, and the
Bisons don't beat themselves.
Lipscomb has proven over the
regular season that they
belong in Boca.
Danielle Catalano and Sara
Meek are a strong pitching
duo, and are most effective if
the . opposition. doesn't get
extra chances. Lipscomb has a
.945 fielding percentage, a
tournament field low, committing 81 errors.
The Bisons also have to

· They don't score early. The
Bisons have scored a majority
of their runs this'season in the
first four innings. It also very
tough to come back against
tournament tested teams late
in games. For example, UCF is
29-0 this season when taking a
lead into the seventh inning. .
Another formula for disaster is if Lipscomb gets into an ,
offensive slugfest with teams.
The Bisons have scored a field
low 180 runs, more than 50
less of the next closest team.

No.3 Lipscomb (27-22, 13-7 A-Sun)

113
Days until UCF football's first
game of the season when they
play at South Carolina.

Consecutive A-Sun Player of the
Year awards for softball's shortstop
Stephanie Best. •

The seed of UCF men's golf in the
NCAA East Regional which they
will be playing in next week. .

Who's hot Softball's Stephanie Best, who won her
third consecutive A-Sun Player of the
Year award earlier this week.

Who's not
UCF baseball, which by losing to Troy
over the weekend lost back to back
series for the first time since 2003.

Upcoming
Softball is in Boca Raton tomorrow
to take on Lipscomb in the first
round of the A-Sun tournament,
which runs through Saturday on
FAU's campus ... On Friday baseball
will open up a three-game series at
Jay Bergman Field with Georgia
State, the first pitch is slated for 6
p.m. on both Friday and Saturday,
game three isset for 1 p.m. on
Sunday ... On Saturday men's
tennis will travel north to
Gainesville to take on UF in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament.

,_

Quotables
"We're excited about the
opportunity to extend our season."
- UCF MEN'S GOLF COACH NICK
CLINARD ON THE NCAA REGIONAL
"To be given the keys to your first
program is obviously exciting."
- MEN'S SOCCER COACH BRENT
ERWIN ON HIS HIRING AT UCF
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Weekend series a chance to get back on track
to move into a tie for fourth place ·
in UCF single-season history.
standings.
Troy quickly came back with
Freshman reliever Jeremy two runs of their own in the botTj:iome was tagged with the loss. tom half of the inning. A solo
It was only -the second time this homer by Blake Green and a RBI
season in 36 games that UCF double off the bat of Nick Smith
couldn't hqld its lead after eight closed the gap to 5-4.
innings.
Bennett led off the ninth with
Troy scored a pair of runs in a single just in front of Brown in
both the eighth and ninth to rally left field before Keel's blast
from a 5-2 deficit. Brent Adcock ended the game to give the Tropitched a complete game for the jans a 6-5 victory.
Trojans, striking out five and
Troy jumped out to a 7-1 lead
allowing five runs on seven hits. after four ·innings of play in the
The Trojans broke a scoreless 11,1.bber game on Sunday aftertie in the fourth when Henry noon. The Trojans used three
Gutierrez hit his league-leading more homers to defeat UCF, and
16th home run of the season for a Tony Falls pitched four p~rfect
1-0 lead. ·
innings of relief with seven
· UCF evened the game at one strikeouts for his second save.
in the fifth capitalizing on a leadBrown gave UCF a 1-0 lead in
off walk by Chandler Rose who the third on a RBI single down
would score on a Matt Ray RBI- the line in right platting Auer.
groundout.
The RBI was Brown's seventh in
Once again Troy would use the series, _and tied him with
the long ball in the home half of Bobby Kiser for second in UCF
the fifth to retake a 2-1 advantage. career history with 213 RBis.
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
This time it was Chase Amis hitJust like in game two, 'Troy
ting the solo shot.
had an answer in the bottom of First baseman Ryan Bono and the Knights will look to get back,on track this weekend when they host the Georgia State Panthers at Jay Bergman Field. Th~ first game is set for 6 p.m. on Friday.
The Trojans looked to add to the inning. Clint Robinson
their lead in the sixth, but Hor- poked a two-run homer.to give fielding error in the fifth. Hor- ·
'froy added an insurance run Sun) come to Orlando after a Newman have double digit
wath executed a perfect relay the Trojans a 2-1 advantage. UCF wath connected on a RBI double in the sixth as. Smith concluded weekend off. After losing seven steals.
throw to ·Bono, who fired a starter Taylor Cobb walked in a to pull UCF within 7-3.
Romas Hicks paces the pitchhis three-for-four day picking up straight in the middle of April,
throw Butera to gun down nin later in the inning making it
The Knights started the sixth his third RBI of the game with a Georgia State has won seven of ing staff with four saves, but has
Gutierrez.
its last nine. This includes taking also made eight starts on the sea3-1.
with three consecutive singles, single.
The . Knights used that
· The Trojans continued to · including a RBI off the bat of
UCF returns to Jay Bergman two of three from league foes son. A majority of the starts for
momentum sparking a two-out play home run derby in the Rose to make it 7-4. Troy turned Field for its final three-game Gardner-Webb and Campbell.
Hicks have come in A-Sun
rally in the seventh. ·
Five players led the Panther action as he comes in with a 5-5
fourth as Bryan Madril connect- to its bullpen following Rose's home series of the season this
· In the eighth Howell crushed ed on a solo shot. Later in the RBI, and Falls got a strikeout and weekend against Georgia State. attack hitting more than .300 for mark, and a staff-high 62 strikehis second homer of the series· game, Troy pushed the advan- two pop outs to work out of the Game one of the series begins the season. Justin Newman leads outs.
off the lights in right field push- tage to 7-1 knocking Cobb out of jam.
the squad with 11 home runs
UCF leads the all-time series
Friday at 6 p.m.
ing the UCF lead to 5-2. The long the game on Nick Smith's twoSteven Morelock earned the
while Charlie Pelt has picked up 18-4, but the Panthers won twoball for Howell was his team- run homer.
a team-high 44 RBis. Three play- of-three during their last trip to
victory for the Trojans in five Scouting Georgia State
.
. leading 14th homer of the season
The Panthers (24-24, 14-10 A- ers f~r Georgia State including Jay Bergman Field in 2003.
Auer doubled and scored on a innings of work.
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Rowing .
signs three
prospects

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the
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for as low as $4 a week!
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Her sister, freshman Vicky
Chin, ran a solid race finishing fourth in the 400m hurdles, but missed the NCAA
regional qualifying standard
by less than a second.
The Knights will finish up
their regular season later this
week when they travel to
Atlanta for the Georgia Tech
· Invitational on Friday and
Saturday.

.B y E-mail
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Women's rowing signs
three Canadian freshmen
A year that has already
been successful for the UCF
women's rowing team was
sweetened earlier this month
.when the Knights signed
three international recruits.
On May 3, Coach Leeanne
Crain announced that three
Canadian athletes had signed
national Letters of Intent to
rowforUCF.
Stephanie Adams, Tanis
Franchuk and Christina
Smith, all standout rowers,
will be joining the women's
rowing team this fall.
"Stephanie, Tanis and
Christina are all talented athletes with strong fotindations .
in the sport of rowing," Crain
said in a statement released
on May 3. "We haye a tremendous class of recruits coming
in this fall."
Adams will join · the
Knights from Calgary, Alber' ta, where she attends William
Aberhart High School and
·rows for the Calgary Rowing
Club. In 2004 she rowed on
the CanAmMex Team and
also was a member of the
Thunderbird club, which finished second in the Junior
Eight event this year at the
San Diego Crew Classic.
Franchuk attends Claremont Secondary School in
Victoria, B.C., where she is a
member of the _Vic City Rowing Club. Last year she won a
gold medal in the Junior A
' Eight at the British Columbia
Championship.
Smith, a native of Ontario,
' comes to UCF from Naples,
' Italy, where she is a member
, of the Circolo della Rema e
, Vela, Italia Rowing Club. She
placed second last year at the
: Italian National Regatta in
' the Junior Double.
, The three top recruits will
join an impressive Knights
team that picked up key victories in the Florida Intercollegiate Rowing Association
: Championships, and Southern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Championships
~arlier this sprin&· ·
.
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At Crispers, gourmet soups are a specialty.
. Since you're taking so many credits and going to
so many classes, we want you to try it for FREE.
Just show us your valid UCF student ID card.

'

We've got 12 varieties of soups, gumbos,
chowders, and Oriental soups made fresh,
every day. Purchase any garden-fresh
gourmet salad, hearty stacked sandwich
or wrap priced over $4, and get a 12-ounce
cup of our incredible soup, FREE.

GRY B:AD. FOOD. GOOD••

You can just eat, o r you can eat well.
We recommend the second alternative.
Visit Cr ispers today and get the quick, delicious
~
alternative to fast food. Fuel your system with
, garden-fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwiches,
,
overstuffed wraps and ·a selection of 12 soups,
chowders, and gumbos, prepared· fresh every day.

I

For the sweet freaks among us, there's the NEW
selection of individually-sized desserts, including
Chocolate Lava Cake,Triple Espresso Mousse, and
amazing cheesecakes - plus smoothies, frozen coffee
delectables, and real milkshakes made with Publix
Premium Ice Cream.
No bad burgers, no pitiful pizza. Just great gourmet
food, made fresh . And free soup, too
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Got a UCF ID card?
Then, "there's FREE SOUP
"1ai"ting for you a"t Crispers! .
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To see all our menu selections, click
on www.crispers.com.
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Free soup or $2.99 off chowders and gumbos
with purc?ase over $4 and valid student ID Car~.
Expires 6-~0-05 ·
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OUR STANCE

Foreign shouldn't
.mean forgotten
0

ur surroundings help
make us better p_eople.
In some acadennc settings, students can learn more
from the people sitting in the
desk next to them than the person actually teaching the class.
If we didn't have foreign students at this or other Florida
universities then we would be
subject to a suffocated environment where we'd all be clones
of each other. Foreign students
act as a daily reminder that we
exist in a culturally distinct collegiate environment. Too many
people forget that. It appears
our government almost lost
that philosophy as well.
A bill was lingering in the
Florida House of Representatives that, if passed, could have
eliminated funding for foreign
graduate and doctorate-seeking
students in order to redirect
funds to Florida students.
Thankfully the bill died. But as
they have every right to be,
most foreign students were and
are still irate. College is becoming more and more exp"ensive
each year, especially as UCF
grows into one of the biggest
universitit!s in the nation.
The bill wasn't entirely bad
- it didn't affect undergrad
students - however, the idea
that foreigners wouldn't have
an opportunity to attend Florida schools because it is unaffordable is ludicrous. Every

pers.o n, regardless of where
they live or were born,
deserves an opportunity to
pursue an education, especially
in fields that could greatly benefit the state and country.
Walking around UCF's campus are quite a few different .
skin colors and faces. Foreign
students are very common at
UCF and they're often the reason we have exceptional programs such as engineering and
computer science. If the tens of
thousands of current and
future foreign graduate students were denied the funding
to receive graduate degrees in
Florida then the state not only
loses many brilliant minds, but
it loses future employees in
important fields.
These students would go to
other universities in other
states and what good would
that do us? What purpose does
cutting international student
funding serve other than alienating people whose only mistake was not being born in the
United States? There are plenty
of brilliant minds that originate
in this state, there's no argument about that, and they all
certainly deserve the chance to
receive the highest education
and they deserve the chance to
fill the important jobs. The
problem is that this bill c~e
across in a very confusing manner and was almost arrogant.

There has to be a happy
medium in this situation that
can give equal funding and
opportunities to international
students and Florida residents.
It's the same notion as if an
international student and a
Floridian were vying for the
last spot in a graduate degree
program. Bo.t h of them deserve
an equal chance and one
should certainly not be left out
in the cold in favor of the other.
There has to be a solution that
is equally beneficial for everyone.
That's exactly wh:;i.t the representatives would have done if
they had passed this bill. They
would be leaving generations ·
of Florida students to come
with no alternative and they'd
leave our schools without the
chance to not only develop
their graduate programs further, but to develop their culture further.
More than anything, this bill
would have denied native
Floridian students the opportunity to learn. from people of an
ethnic background that they
might never have been exposed
to. All this breeds is ignorance
and everyone should pretty
much agree that the last thing
we need is any more ignorance
at our state universities.
Instead of cutting funds, the
paper this bill was written on
should be cut over and over.

OUR STANCE

Spoken like .~
true politician
I

I

t's funny how political critIt all sounds pretty simple,
ics tend to pick on President but apparently one Democrat
George W. Bush's constant just can't keep his mouth shut.
misuse of words or his penchant Senate Minority .Leader Harry
for using his sly southern wit at Reid, while speaking to a high
inappropriate times. Better yet, school civics class, called the
scores of critics and Democrats president a loser. Not only did
attacked Vice President Dick Reid conduct himself in a sadly
Cheney when he told Sen. childish manner, but he broke
Patrick Leahy, in not such a one of the biggest rules in modpolite manner, to go make love ern politics: When the presito himself.
dent is out of the country, you
· don't badmouth him.
This kind of behavior is
attacked and criticized because
GW hasn't exactly been the
we don't expect this from our
most popular leader in this
elected officials. They're supcountry's history, but he is the
posed to set a standard of self
commander in chief and needs
control and mature leadership
to be treated as just that by
instead of hurling insults at
every member of the Senate,
their peers for repeatedly mis- ·
U.S. House of Representatives
pronouncing nuclear.
and Cabinet. Calling him a loser
But if that's what some critto a group of easily influenced
ics need to attack this nation's
high school students is the most
leadership, then they sadly trav- childish thing Reid could have
el down that road. That's how
done. He might as well have
opponents of Republicans deal
had a friend give Bush a note
with some childish behavior
telling him to be at the bike
and, in turn, they only end up
rack after school.
coming off in a similar childish
In fairness, ReiO did send an
manner.
apology to Bush via Karl Rove,
If anti-Republicans (and
but the damage is done. Reid is
we're not just talking about
a repeat offender of immature
Democrats) really wanted to
comments toward Bush and
one-up the GOP, then why not
Republicans in general. He said
take the high road for once and
the president and vice presijust let it go? Instead of acting
dent were "encouraging a raw
like children in our nation's
abuse of power" by Republican
most important positions, it's
senators. He called Federal ·
time to simply let some things
Reserve Chairman Alan
slide and prove to the public
Greenspan "a political hack."
that the better man is the man
Reid called Sen. Majority
who ignores political idiocy.
Leader Bill Frist "amateur lead-

ership" and he once held up a
Senate meeting with an eighthour speech entirely about
Republicans discussing blocked
judgeships.
For every name he's called
someone and for every dumb
statement he's made, the most
Reid has ever done is apologize.
Reid is 65 years old. It would
seem that a person of his supposed maturity and governmental stature might have some sort
of grasp on the fact that when
you drag a person's name
through the mud on a national
level a pathetic "sorry" doesn't
cut it.
"I'm sorry" doesn't change
the fact that Reid called our
president a loser. Politicians
don't need to behave like that. If
we need to know that the president isn't well-liked then w'e
can look at his approval rating.
We don't need some spiteful
politician reducing himself to
the mentality of a 12-year-old
girl just because he says, "I
know how to fight."
Reid needs to take a good
look around and realize that
there are high-profile Republicans digging deep holes right
now and maybe instead of calling the president a loser he
might think about creating a
strategy to ptit Democrats
somewhere back on the map.
Besides, right now the only
loser is a presidential candidate
from his party.
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Controlled f\te
to take plac.e
this week,
take caution.
BEN HENDERSON I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
Stadium will get UCF noticed

U Can't Finish fitting title

I write this letter in support of the proI would like to send you guys a few lines
in regard to the article about UCF's graduaposed on'-campus football stadium. When I
came to UCF in 1997, not too many people
tion time table ["Frustration builds over
had even heard of our school, not to mention block scheduling," April 18). I am sorry; but
their football team. We were lucky to recruit
the term U Can't Finish is so true that it will
Daunte Culpepper, as he became the most
probably stick With UCF forever.•I am experiencing it first hand right now.
recognizable student athlete to ever come
I was supposed to graduate this spring,
down our pike.
While it shouldn't be this way, I think
then summer, then fall and now ... ? UCF
every graduate owes Daunte a debt of gratiaccepted all my transfer classes but claims
tude for making our diplomas that much
that a few of them don't count toward the
more valuable. This is taking nothing away
upper level courses. However, it was the
same rp.aterial taught at UCF with books
from the great faculty and academics this
· written by UCF instructors.
school offers, but recognition goes a long
way in promoting your school. We have
Then I could not sign up for several classranked academically better than Florida
es because they were gone by the time my
State for many years now, but I guarantee the appointment time came up. I also needed a
letters FSU ring a bell throughout the counwaiver for the CLAST math subtest requirement. UCF informed me if I go through the
try to most corporate managers and
recruiters than do the letters UCF, due to the process I would get the waiver, I did follow
fact that they have had countless seasons of
the process and did not get the waiver. I have
prominence and TV exposure. People in the
friends attending other universities and they
Western United States no doubt have heard
don't even nearly have as many pad experiof Charlie Ward, Peter Warrick and Derrick
ences as I have.
UCF was a mistake, UF is the University
Brooks when they were in school, but should
have been hearing about Alex Haynes and
in Florida. However, the professors at UCF
are great - the administrative process sucks.
Doug Gabriel instead.
Once U Can't Finish always U Can't Finish.
The fact is, winning sports programs give
more notoriety and prestige to schools and,
It suits this institution.
thus, open more doors for its graduates.
-TOM TUCKER
More notoriety is gained by having facilities
that the top recruits in our state and region
will want to play in. The on-campus football
Thank you for shedding much needed
stadium provides this.
light on the often hidden, shameful and fearI can think.of no major public university
ful :world of rape survivors ["On a victim's
in the country that does not have an on-cam- journey, more than a few bumps in the road,"
pus stadium. If the community truly wants
April 28].
UCF to live up to its unlimited potential,
I have personally thanked and congratuthey should welcome this stadium. If they
latetl Alphia for her courage and determinadecide that their property values are all that
tion in speaking out for other women and
matter, then I will personally help them put
men.
up their "For Sale" signs, as they are residing
Yet, I also wanted to thank the Future for
in a neighbo~hood they obviously dislike
publishing such a forthright and truthful artianyways.
-
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cle - especially about a topic
that causes social stigma and
echoes negatively like a taboo.
As a rape survivor, I feel it
is important to educate others
on the unfairness harbored by
political forces, even on the
UCF campus. Alphia's bold
and daring step to speak out
and seek justice is commendable. It breaks the silence and
the pain attackers, offenders
and perpetrators instill in
their victims.
Alphia, others and myself
are continuously reinforcing
our stance against sexual violence. We are becoming survivers for ourselves and for .
future generations by shattering the wall of silence and
shame.
As a future helping professional, I commend you for
tackling an issue that
demands changes in the criminal, political and social
spheres. This step will reinforce the fight for adequate
plJ.Ilishment of offenders and
strengthen the recovery of
survivors.
- ANDREA MELISSA CORAL

Burning bookstores -I read e Central Fl.orida
Future on a regular basis and

have been associated with the

..,.

)

,,
!\

Future for many years both as

a distributor and an advertiser
through CB&S Bookstore and
Knight's Comer Bookstore. It
occurred to me today when
reading the paper and seeing
the article -'_'Factilty putting
bookstore in a bind" [April 28]
that the Future almost never
mentions the fact that there
are not one, but three bookstores that serve the students
at UCF.
I would like to encourage
you that when doing articles

on the 'bookstore' that are of
interest to the students, to
please make the effort to
include the off-campus stores
as well. I think it just makes
sense to give a fully balanced
news perspective.
-DAVID FOX

GENERAL MANAGER
CB&S BOOKSTORE,
KNIGHTS CORNER BOOKSTORE

Fi~ 'Silent Tsunami'

ericans donated $1 billion in the aftermath of the
devastating tsunami that killed
more than 170,000 people.
This is in addition to the $6
billion pledged by governments around the world. We
applaud these sincere efforts
to meet this disaster.
Yet, there is a vast tragedy
that doesn't get front-page
attention. Year after year, millions die of preventable causes. The United Nations
reports that last year 1 million
African children died of
malaria, 1.5 million of pneumonia, 800,000 of diarrhea,
500,000 of measles. These
deaths were preventable.
In 2004, 2.3 million people
died of AIDS in Sub-Saharan
Africa. Last year, more than 7
million people died who could
have been saved had they had
the proper resources. Sadly,
most of them were children.
This is the equivalent of a
tsunami every week. Dr. Jeffrey Sachs, director of the
U.N.'s Millennium Project,
calls this the "Silent Tsunami"
The Associated Press
recently reported that charities and relief agencies have
stopped soliciting tsunami
·relief funds and have even
returned money because they
have met the financial needs
for relief. Now is the time to
expand the help to the larger,
on-going needs in Sub-Saha-

ran Africa.
We can't prevent a tsunami, but we can prevent
measles, we can prevent
deaths from diarrhea, malaria,
pneumonia and AIDS. AIDS
prevention 'programs, such as
the Stay Alive™ HIV/AIDS
Prevention Education Programme, are saving lives
today. Still, many more people
need to be reached.
The American spirit of caring and sharing still burns
strong in the hearts of those
who want to help. Now is the
time for Americans to continue to reach out and take their
effective response to the next
level of life saving results.
Large numbers of deaths from
malaria and measles would
not be tolerated in America.
Should we tolerate them anywhere? About 12 million children in Africa are orphans.
Can you help them look
toward a brighter future?
We call upon the tens of
millions of caring ,Americans
who have the capacity and the
desire to help. Your involvement can make a life saving
difference.
Contact your favorite charity and ask them what they
are doing to help African children survive and thrive. Use
yol,U' local influence to raise
funds for this "Silent Tsunami".
School children, college
students, community activists,
corporate donors, arid institutional funding can all contribute to make a significant
difference. Some of the greatest sorrow and greatest
opportunity in the world
today is among our sisters and
brothers in Africa. We can
help them. We must help
them. Reach out today!
- KEVIN CLAWSON

PRESIDENT, REACH THE CHILDREN
WWW.REACHTHECHILDREN.ORG

No need to worry, graduation
has passed and I'm still here
"'

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor
·~
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.It appears that I need to
clear something up.
I have not yet graduated. I
have not transferred to North
Bumpington State on a "sweet
loving'' scholarship. I have not
declared early entry status for
this year's college sports
writer draft. I have not lost my
will to write and, more than
anything, I have not left the
Central Fl.orida Future. Apparently that was the message my
last column conveyed.
I love my readers. I feel
blessed that so many people
love my columns, and I consider myself lucky every time
I see many more people read
my column in an issue than
those who read some feature
about a UCF study with
trained deaf monkeys that
gauges their ability to smell
donkeys from six miles away.
I'm the most fortunate person alive to know that people
pick up issues and read my
columns to entertain them
during their 8 a.m. classes. I've
received a gift from Buddha to
• know that people from New
York to Atlanta read my blabber.
I have one more year at this
delicious university before I
get my journalism degree and
try to convince a certain
Orlando-based newspaper to
make me one of the youngest
sports columnists in the
nation. I promise that for one
more year I will continue to
deliver my column to the people who drive me to be a good
writer.
In fact, I'll do everyone one
better. Walking the same path
of my influence, Bill Simmons,
I will write and contribute a
column to this student newspaper until my fingers won't
let me type anymore. Bottom
line: I'm here to stay and hot
freshmen sororitrgirls for the
4ext 70 years williread my
t

columns of social frustration
get to go there and we are
and pop culture torment.
probably going to be good
I had a cool column
enough to beat the Wildcats.
planned for this issue. It was
I've been compiling a list of
all about Orlando and how
things to do before I die and
cool this city actually is and it
attending a game at Kentucky
made a lot of factual points. It
for a team that I love is defiprobably would have been the
nitely in the Top 3 ... smartest column I've .ever
We have Christmas. We
written. But my very good
have birthdays. I have a third
buddy, Scotty, told me that it's
special day that comes along
my random one-liners that he
-about once every four years, .
loves. Thus, in honor of Scotand I speak only of the day
ty's recent birthday, his wish is that a new Weezer album
my command ...
comes out. Yesterday was an
If she wasn't a pop star and amazing day. Weezer is the
she sat next to you in your
greatest band ever. This point
Comp II class and her name
cannot be argued because I've
was Delores Funklebottom,
killed for less.
you wouldn't give Ashlee
Weezer might be the greatSimpson two seconds of your
est band ever, but Green Day's
time ...
. "Holiday" is the greatest song
Speaking of washed up and ever. It barely beats out Al
talentless sisters, can someone Green's "Let's Make Love" and
please tell me why Jamie Lynn Marvin Gaye's "Sexual HealSpears is on the cover of any
ing.'' I don't think I need to
magazine except "Talentless
explain why ...
Washed-:Up Sisters Monthly"?
I'm convinced the Orlando
She's not a celebrity. If she
Magic is run by chimps. There
were on a celebrity list, she'd
is no other reasoning that can
be Q-list at best, far below
explain why this franchise is
so groin-grabbingly awful.
Jaleel White and Kirk
Cameron - post Growing
Speaking of the NBA, my Heat
Pains and during his current
are going to win it all. The
Bible-banging tour ...
Heat are the only reason I
Three road trips that every- even care about this punk
one must make time for this
league.
year:
However, I can't wait until
1) UCF football at South
the Heat face the Pistons in
Carolina. Seriously, come with the Eastern Conference Finals
me. I'm running an open trip. I so I can have something to
have three sweet hotel rooms
hold over Gary Johnson's
and Amtrak tickets are $80
head.I almost challenged
roundtrip. Need something to
Johnson to a 3-pointer contest
tell your kids someday? You
the other night, but I thankfulspent 12 hours on a train with
ly remembered that he led the
my sick mind to watch Steve
NCAA Tournament in scoring
Spurrier lose in his return to
this year and I'm out of shape
college football to the worst
and white. I couldn't hit
team in the nation.
Denny's for an omelet before
2) UCF football at South
noon let alone a 3-pointer ...
Florida. Do I need to explain
There's nothing hotter than
this? For the record, senior
a girl who drives a Wrangler ...
sports writer Matt Dunaway
who in the bloody blue
said we shouldn't call USF
heck does Tom Cruise think
South Florida because we
-he is? The guy just calls Katie
don't like being called Central
Holmes for a date out of the
Florida. I love Matty D., but I
blue even though she's like
call the Bulls South Florida
one-eighth his age. I didn't
because I can't legally call
need a reason to hate him
them (expletive).
more. Who am I kidding? If
3) UCF men's basketball at
there's one person that would
Kentucky. This is the grandrespect that kind of cradledaddy. For as much as I've
robbing it should be me. If I
numbed my fingers talking ·
can do what he's doing at his·
about why people need to go
age then I will have completed
to men's b-ball games, this is
my list of things to do before I
die.
·
the reason. Kentucky, Duke
and North Carolina have the
most redonltitlous hoops
Ashley Burns ca~
_
rreeached at
editor@UC{~tfws.com .
atmosphere~'.in the nation. We

. 12000 CoHeuiate wav

11651 Universitv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 ,Spacious Rooms
w/ double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Doily

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime
• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Limited Maid Service

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Doily Housekeeping Service
• Pet Friendly

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!
c

"Your Marriott Awaits"

Earn a Masters Degree at the College of
Public Health
University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
Master of Science in Public Health in Industrial Hygiene
Accredited by the Accreditation Board of Engineering and
Technology. A limited number of stipends are available to qualified
individuals.
Master of Public Health in Safety Management
The degree program is offered collaboratively with the College of
Engineering.
These two programs are designed for individuals desiring a career in
environmental & occupational health and safety. Professional
backgrounds entering this program are: Engineering, Chemical,
Physical & Biological Sciences, Environmental Sciences, Risk
Management and Occupational Health.
For more information call: (813) 974-6624 or visit our website at:
http://www.hsc. usf.--edu/erc/
The [J.5F, College ofPublic He.a/th is one of28 schools in the nation
accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health.
USF is an EOIEAIAA Institution

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

Enroll at Troy University to earn y our

MSCP, MED, MSM. MSHRM or MPA. Now
registering at the Or!ando Campus.
• Graduate degrees on-site through
convenient night and weekend classes

• Affordable tuition (VA, TA
and Financial Aid also accepted)
• Earn your degree faster - 5 terms p er
year
• 1000/o ONLINE undergraduate courses and

degrees available

ThOY
UNIVERSITY

A future of opportunities.

I'
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Graduate Studies staff will be online during these times to
answer any questions you may have. If we do not have the
answers, we will help you find who does.

GraduateStudiesLi
· _,_____
Wednesday,
May 18
- - - Tuesday, May 25

-

6:00
- 7:30 p.m.
- -p.m.
_- - , . - - - - ' - -9:30 a.m. - 11 :00 a.r:n.
.

---~

Thursday, June 2
Wednesday, June 8

. 1 :30 p.m. - ~:00 P·~_:

Tuesday, June 14
_......_......,.....

- -·

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m.
-

--~

Wednesday, June
Monda~Ju!:~

31

-~-

II,

--

2J_ _ 1:09 P:_f!\.:_: 2~~~.m.

Thursday, July 7
-~---

11 :30 a.m_:_-=J :00 p.m.

2:00' p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

---

Wednesday,_ July 1~ _ · --~:~y~. -_7:~0 P!TI·
Tuesday, July 19
10:00 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.

-Monday, July 25

.............. ......___ --~..:_._·~

4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

'

To access Livelfelp, visit
.,...._,.

..._ """'

"""'~

Go

www.graduate.ucf.edu/chat

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
(

GRADUATE STUDIES

Earll up to $170/mo.
donating plas~a regularly

, •••, ••••,

·····l·~·-·

11111

DC,iologicals

.-------,
"'

Find out how thousands of students save I SPECIAL ~10 OFFER I
lives and earn cash by donating plasma I New Donors-Bring 1
regularly. Pl~sma is used to manufacture unique I this ad for $5 extra on I
I 2nd and 4th donation. I
medicines for people with various illnesses. L------..1
1900 Alafaya rrail, Suite 500 • www.dciplasma.com • 321·235·9100.

Florida Career Centers
17th Annual

S't atewide
.Job
Fair.
At the University of Central Florida Arena
\

Thursday,·May 12,.2005
1O:OOAM to 3:00PM
Univer~ities

Participating in Event:

Florida Agricultural and tytecbanical University
Florida Atlantic University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Florida International University
Florida State University
University of Central Florida
·
University of Florida
University of North Florida
University of South Florida
University of West Florida

A Chance for Florida's
State University Students
to Meet With Employers
From All Over the Country
to Discuss Career and
Employment Opportunities
Professional Attire Required
List of Employers at: www.crc.ucf.edu

•

CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time

' 175 Business Opportunities
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

375
400
500
525
550
600
700
800
900
999

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. .

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.co~
In Person: University Court,. Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

Services
Events

Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF ,

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

Travel
Worship

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard ·
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1'-800-965-6520 ext 107.

,
It's no V1.0nder just about everyone V(<lnts to VI.Ork at SeaWorld Orlando! With
our amazing animal encounters, thrilling rides, and unforgettable performances
like "Blue Horizons," this season's nevvest show, vve can make your summ
employment fun and memorable! If you're friendly, outgoing, and can prov'
world.class guest service, be sure to attend our:

"

Saturday, May 21
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Entry level position w/ established
Mortgage Co. Hiring loan originators
full/part-time. Sales/customer service
exp. preferred. Leads provided, great$$
potential. Fax resume ~07-826-0451

Optometric physicians office seeking
clinical assistance, computer knowledge
preferred, training available call
407-893-6222 or fax 407-896-4200
email: paradocs6@cs.com

Marketing and Sales: RFA Media, a
sports marketing, firm that specializes in
the outdoor industry, producers of two
action and adventure magazines and
operators of national mobile tours, is
looking for individuals to be a part of its
·national marketing team. Work .
independently around your schedule and
set your own hours based on your
income goals. Duties include selling
subscriptions and supporting local and
regional sporting events. Pay is based
on your willingness to work - plus have
an opportunity for free gear, trips, and
more. E-mail us a brief overview of your
student activities or resume to
Jobs@RFAMedia.com or fax to
770-817-9001.

DYNAMI® THRESHOLD INSPECTION
& CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
TESTING FIRM is seeking a
Professional Engineer for a wide variety
of field/office inspection & testing
projects. A Threshold Inspection License
i&preferred, but not required.
Please contact Warren J. Deatrick
Ph:(407)581-9776
Fx:(407)851-6115
e-mail: dea1@bellsouth.net

Landscape & Tree
Maintenance Personnel
FT/PT avail. FL driver's license and
references reqd. Call 407-644-5522.

Enter the main parking area and follow the signs to the Ports of
Call banquet facility.

Movie Extras/Models Needed!!
Young Faces Needed to Fill a Variety of
Jobs! Candidates Needed for·Crowd and
Background Scenes for local
productions. No experience requiredll all
looks needed!! up to $22 hourly!! Call
1-800-280-0177 now for more info

Hiring for Seasonal and Part-Time:
.• Culinary • Merchandise • Operations
(Weekday and weeke.nd availability required)

Benefits available. Free tickets to SeaWorld &
Busch Gardens for friends and family.

Experienced servers needed for fine
dining Italian restaurant.
407-365-4774

Can 't make it to our Job Splash?
Apply in person, Monday- Friday,
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Or call 407-370-1JOB.

Work from Home ·
Earn $500·$5,000 PT/FT
866-355-5476
thenaturallifestyle.com

Help Wanted, College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 11- 25th
Girls Camp June 25 - July 23rd. $230/wk ,
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net

PT Research Assistant in Marketing &
Real Estate. Good communication skills
are req. 25-30 hrs per week. $7.50 $8.00 + commission. To schedule
interview please C?ll 407-252-7700

JOB SPLASt-1

EARN MONEY AND HAVE FUNll
SUMMER CAMP JOBS AVAILABLE;
Northeast, USA. Athletic/Creative
· counselors/coaches needed. Sports,
Water, Art, Archery, Fencing, Ropes,
Camping ; 800-443-6428: apply on-line
www.summercampemployment.com

Veterinary Assistant/Technician FT/PT
A high quality veterinary practice in
East Orlando is seeking a highly
motivated, people and pet oriented
assistant. Salary commensurate with
experience; we also offer excellent
benefits. Please contact Isabel at
407-447-9444.
CASHIER/STOCK POSITIONS
Avail for Immediate placement.
Located at Orlando lnt'I Airport.
Good pay. AM/PM shift. Must be able
to pass criminal background check.
Stock person must have valid driver's
license. Responsible and serious
candidates need only apply.
Contact Angela @ 407-340·2979.

(tuttaf :flotiba htun

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

published twice-weekly.

·Classified line ads' are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Ov,iedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Sharks & Minnows Swim School
Swim Instructors •
FT/PT summer $11-$13/hr,
Computer tech • PT, $8/hr. .
407-699-1992 or 407-699-8103 fax
www.sharksandminnows.com
Female smokers, thin, feminine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
661-255-3940
Live In Nanny, Waterford Area.Free
room and board in exchange for a few
hours a day childcare. Call 321-303-8470.

NexCall Communications In Oviedo
needs sales professionals NOW due
to rapid expansion across the ·
' southeast. NexCall needs outside
and inside sales professionals who
want to earn great income with
plenty of opportunity. Fax resume to
NexCall Communications
at 407-365-8121, attn: HR Dept.
Or email HR@Nex-Call.com
NexCall is an authorized
Nextel dealer.
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Levy Restaurants is now seeking enthusiastic
& dedicated individuals to join our team!

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:
SERVERS • HOST STAFF • CASHIERS
DISHWASHERS • LINE/PREP COOKS

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement opportunities!
Apply in person daily, from 2prn-4prn.
Restaurants located at:

Downtown Disney. l-t+. exit 68.
I

SUMMER JOBS IN ORLANDO
Glrl Scouts of Citrus Council is
seeking resident camp counselors,
waterfront staff, and program staff
positions. As a resident camp team
member you'll work towards four
fundamental goals that encourage
girls ages 5·17 to:

EOE
\

WWW.lEVYRESTAU RANTS.COM

·Develop their full potential
-Relate to others with increasing
understanding, skill, and respect
·Develop a meaningful set of values
to guide their actions and to provide
sound decision making
-Contribute to the improvement of
society

DISCOVER

Spend your summer with 11s and your
biggest reward will be the Impact on
the lives of the girls you serve.
Competitive compensation and
generous time off, $225-$350/week.
Must be 18 or older. For more
Information please contact Sharon
Alvanzo/Human Resources
at 407-896-4475 ext. 313,
fax resumes to 407-896-1783,
email salvanzo@cltrus-gs.org
Great part or full time job opportunity. Be
part of our winning team!! Flex hours,
competitive pay, benefits avail. Apply in
person at Apartment Hunters 12227 Univ .
Blvd or call 407-282-0980
Nation Wide Travel. Wiii train.
FT/PT. Expenses, housing
furnished. Background check. Drug
free. Good driving record. Over 21.
Call Steve at 407-363-??n

All
Positions,
All
Location$!!
Applebee's team members enJOY compet1t1ve wages with

Call for an interview:
·Orlando 407..243·9400 •Winter Park 407·673 ..9700

AVON or MARK!
Career or pocket money, you decide!Start today! 407-359-8441 or
Avon_Ladychris@hotmail.com
Test Masters LSAT instructors $30/hour
(part-time/full time available) Requires
99th percentile, 17f or higher, on actual
LSAC administered LSAT.
800-696-5728 x180
jobs@testmasters.net

great benefits, flexible . scheduling and real advancement
opportunities.

Otlando Locations:
Heathrow
- 7055 CR46A
Lake Mary, Florida
407-444-9930 ,
GM: Bobby Shomo

•'AM &PM Schedule
• Weekly Paychec~s
' Paid Training
•Employee Discounts

Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy
and intelligent. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health plan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs@rewonline.com

NOW HIRING

UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055
GM: Tony O'Neil

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS
For Sale: Pets

Gators Dockside in Waterford Lakes,
Currently seeking Servers, Hosts, and
Cooks, for all shifts. Apply in person
between 2-4pm @
12448 Lake Underhill Road

Maitland
298 Southhall Lane
Maitland, Florida
407-838-3585
GM: Kathy Kingston

SECRET SHOPPERS
Needed for evaluations of
Local Stores, Restaurants, and Theaters
Flexible Hours, E-Mail Required
Call 1-800 585-9024 ext 6339
Student Stock Traders Needed
Trade penny stocks make money.
No experience.
train. Apply
www.gopennystock.com

We

Altamonte Springs Store Now Open!
Oak Groves Shopping Center
Corner of SR 434 .&Jamestown Blvd.
995 SR 434 Suite 303
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

Step straight into
ajob after exams.

11

Confident, outgoing students • Learn to bid at real
on summ~r break needed to estate auctions
help our finn invest in the • Opportunities
florida real esbllc market lhroughout the state
Great pay, fufl training.

• Paid ttaining
Good resume builder. Buying, • Jobs run mid·May

6200 International Drive
Orlando, FL 3281.9
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST
Water Theme Park
is accepting applications
for the following entry-level jobs:

• Ride Operator
•Lifeguard
•Food & Beverage:
Cooks and Cashiers

•Front Gate
• Merchandise Cashier
•Warehouse
•Security

locations all over the statt.

__

,_

not selling.

thru June

Mooring Financial Corporation

866-404-4200

Appy in person at the
Human Resource Department
6200 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
Or Call Melissa@ 407.-354-2085

.

HELP WANTED:
[~
~General
CAMP COUNSELORS
gain valuable experience while
having the summer of a lifetime.
Counselors needed for Outdoor
Adventure, Arts, Aquatic and more in
the Pocono mountains of PA. Apply
online at www.pineforestcamp.com

COACHES NEEDED
Chelle Stack's Brown's Gymnastics
is now hiring fun, energetic,
responsible staff members. Summer
day camp and PT instructors.
No exp needed to apply.
Call today 407-657-8774.

Here we grow again.
Gators Dockside opened its 15th location
in Doctor Phillips, Now hiring enthusiastic
and motivated kitchen staff, servers,
host, and food runners. Apply in person
on 5/11 -5/1 3 from 10am-6pm @
8969 W. Colonial Drive

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PT positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening hours
5-9 pm. Occasional 9 am-1 pm. About
12-20 hours/ wk. Flex. sched. as your
sched. changes. Starting $7-8.00
depe.nding on exp.
NEVER SALES/Research only
Call Donna at 407-671-7143.

HELP WANTED FT/PT Flex Hrs.
Will work around school schedule. Must
be fun, honest & responsible for unique
store @ Universal's City Walk. Will train.
Call(407) 903-1633 11AM - 9PM

Mystery Shoppers
Needed for work at local stores.
No exp reqclffraining provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124

r';f.I HELP WANTED:

Lt:.il Part-Time

Need Extra Income?
Call Wymsicals 407-415-4003
TUTOR WANTED
Tutor needed to work with 5 yr. old
autistic boy. Must have basic applied
behavior analysis knowledge,
Mornings, afternoons; and weekends
avallable. Weekly training with a
BCBA. Located in Baldwin Park. Call
now 407-599-7127.

!" . waretiouse--ord~·F>i.iifer·~

I NOW HIRING I
I

DISTRIBUTION.DRIVERS
Summer Semester
Wednesday morning May 11 - July 27
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
.Truck or SUV required.

!
I
,!

!

Picks from stock to fill customer
orders, Hours 2:30pm-Closing.
I
$7.50/hr, Apply in person at: 1255
I Laquinta Drive, behind.Florida Mall
.
or Call 407-240-6429
.
L--·- · -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

MOTHER'S HELPER

Wanted responsible Christian female
student to help mother of three.
Mon-Thur, 4pm-8pm. Assist ·with
kids' homework, driving to and
from activities. Background check
and references required.
Call John at 321-689-7700.
Gymnastics Instructor Needed.
Prior experience in gymnastics required.
Must be Energetic & Creative .
Excellent pay. Call 407-679-6620
Total Energy Concepts Longwood area
Customer service, FT/PT Day & Evenings
5-6mi from UCF. immediate hiring, on
the spot interviews. 407-618-3000
J

E-mail Circulation@KnightNewspapers.com

All-$tar Cheerleading Coaches Wanted.
Prior cheer and tumbling exp needed,
coaching exp pref. Call University Cheer
& Tumble Sports at 407-679-6620
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

~ippe Lifestyle Institute at Florida Hospital
Celebration Health is conducting
a study comparing the effects
of sweetened beverages on
energy regulation

CALL FOR

BENEFITS

.

'.
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In the time it takes you to find one apartment that fits your
lifestyle and budget, we can show you ten. Because, as the
local apartment experts, we know what's available and
where the best deals are. Plus, our service is FREE.
So give us a call, stop by our local office, or visit our website.

AND TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY

.407-303-4552

12227 University Blvd. - 407 .282.0980

www.apartmenthunters.com

)
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uniq ue swdent apartments

Orpington St.

A19
RENT:
[ ~FOR
~ Apartments

•

HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED
Part time-Days, needs to be flexible
to work weekdays and weekends. No
experience necessary, on the job
training. Great work environment.
Canterbury Retreat and Conference
Center In Oviedo. Call Alllson at
407-365-5571.

FOR RENT:
(l:m
~Roommates
LOOK

UCF Area Apartment Available

FREE RENT

1 bdrm avail. In a large house close
to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split utll. Call 407-641-4205.

Furnished 4/2.5 townhouse style apt.
Convenient stiuttle access. All fees paid.
$400/mo incl all util. Call 727-858-8520
or joeburnsphoto@gmail.com.

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co~Signers!

312 home, 10 mlns from campus.
Tiied floors in great rm, fenced yard,
cable/roadrunner, 2 car garage, w/d.
$425/mo + 1/4 utll. 407-521-5563

ROOM FOR RENT·MAl,.E

Roommate needed to share large new

412 house. 10 minutes away from UCF.
Large rooms, furnished, comm. pool,
tennis courts, and gym. Yard and
security. $500 + 1/3 utilities.
Call Ariel @954-610-9214

Apartment for rent or share, 2 blocks
from UCF, 2 bedroom- 1 bath available
until July 30th with options to extend.
Pool, sauna, tennis. $600/month for all or
$280 for one, room.
321-277-1128 or 407-736-5331
UCF Area Townhome
Remodeled 2/2.5, all appliances,
community pool. $900/mo avail now.
Call 407-405-2104.
Coldwell Banker
Experienced Painter & Painter's Helper
._
Needed for FT permanent
position. Pay accordingly.
Call 407-880-8604.
fl

•

•

Total Energy Concepts - Longwood area
Customer service, FT/PT Day & Evenings
5-6mi from UCF. immediate hiring, on
the spot interviews. 407-618-3000
Sales Marketing Reps
National company seeking motivated
·
reps to market to S.E. Florida
territories. Salary + commission,
benefits, and holidays. FT and
interns may apply. Please fax resume
to 954-725-6451.

..
VENDING ROUTE
Coke/Lays/Mars/Water. Great
equipment locations. Financing
available w/ $7500 dn.
8n-843·8726 #2002-037

POTENTIAL TO EARN BIG
•

Check out
www.newincomestream .coachgenie.com
Contact through website.

m1 FOR RENT:
• l~Homes
UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD/2BA w/ office. Great
" neighborhood, fenced-In yd. Pets ok!
Avail immediately. Excellent Price!!!
Call Nick@ 407-810-7622
NEW TOWNHOME, GREAT LOCATION
•
312.5, $1500/mo plus lltil.
Incl lawn maintenance.
Call 407-443-7340.
BRAND NEW MADISON PLACE
ESTATE TOWNHOME
3/2.5/2 Tuskawilla area. $1550/mo
Gated community, Courtyard, M_any
upgrades. See Photos at
Http://71167.RentClicks.com
Call: 407-696-4268.
: J.JCF Summerfield 3/2/2 1400 sq. ft.
•"'
2955 Talladega $1200.
Pets. (407)234-5665, www.rent6.com

ln'a
'

i.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407:629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.cotn to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

..

WATER FORD LAKES No yard work ! Townhouses in
pool/tennis community. $1250.
407-760-0768

Gorgeous 6/3 ham·e w/swimming pool,
backs up to conservation land, hllge
•
open k~chen , open floor plans, p·lush
carpets, too many upgrades to list,
located in beautiful and convenient
Waterford Lakes, only very responsible
., F. Leadership exp. or RA exp. preferred.
$525/per person. Includes all utils.:
Internet, cable, security system, garbage ·
collection, sewer, pool service, and
Home Owners Association fees.
a(
· Call 913-908-8185 or
rebeccaduke01 @hotmail.com
3 Roommates needed for 4/2 for May
and June. If house is full only $375/mo,
utilities included. Contact
rebeccaduke01 @hotmail.com or
Call 913-908-8185

Why rent when you can buy? 1bd/1 ba
and 2bd/2ba For Sale!
Call 407-658-2518
1 Room for rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC, 11 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-366-7001
$1000 CASH REWARD!
1 Bedroom apartment in Arbour.
$564/mo incl cable, W/D,
and free shuttle. ,
Avail May. Call 407-221-6606.
;j W/D,

Hunter's Reserve 2/2
vaulted ceilings, pool, tennis courts.
$875/mo. 1/4 mi. from UCF.
Available Immediately!
Call 407-275-4203.

Pegasus Pointe Free $500 Towards
Transfer Fee & 1st Month's Rent
Male needed for 2/2. Fully furn, all incl.
Great roommate. $595/mo, avail May 1st.
407-905-8105 or 407-340-2793
Hurry Won't Last Langill
1 Room Avail in Pegasus Landing.4/4
$4g5/mo incl all util. Fully furnished
private room & hath incl central ac/heat,
• full kitchen, balcony, w/d, ethernet, cable.
1st month free, lease begins Aug 1st.
Call Ian at 321-354-9479 or
631 -965-1714.
•

«

Room available in 4/2 apt in Pegasus
Point. $445/mo. Utilities included.
Lease from August-M~. Internet,
fUJ:nished, W/D, cable, f I kitchen. No
mov-) In fees. Call Anna
407-926-27g8

~

.

i

Awesome Deal
University House, 1 in 4/3 available
8/05-8/06, last.years renewal rate of
$479 a month. Fully furnished. W/D and
all utilities included.
subleasehere@yahoo.com or
321-652-3931
2bd/2ba condo by UCF for rent.
$1050/mo, fully furnished, 1/2 mi. from
UCF, non-smokers.
Call Monica @407-222-3488
Pegasus Landing 3/3
All util incl. Private rm & ba. Lease
_
runs May through mid-Aug.
Normally $510, pay only $450/mo.
Call Paul at n2-215-4207.

UCF Cypress Bend and Regal Park
4-5 1\vo-Story Homes
Gated/Brand New 2005. High Speed
Internet. Prof roommates. Rooms
from $350-700/mo. Bfg Master
$700 w/ private bathroom. Util. avg
=·$80. Photo: Model home.
Call Anette at 407-716-0848
Master bdrms. With private bath, Nice
house, Everythin9 included $550/mo
Call 239-272-7834
2 Female Roommates Needed ASAP
$430/mo incl all util, water, W/D. $300
deposit returned once lease expires.
Brand new house, 1O mins from UCF.
Must be clean. Call Lima 407-341-2416.
3/2 House 5 Min. away from UCF
N/S F. Roommate wanted who is
clean, Quiet, Prof 23-32, No Pets
$450/mo includes utilities + cable
Call Ann 407-657-1976 leave msg
Two Females Looking for Roommate
3/2 in Valencia Lane new apartment
$330/month + 1/3 utilities
Close to UCF and VCC
Move in mid-June (407)247-8514
AWESOME DEAL!
8 mlns from UCF, 312 in very nice
house. $400/mo, all utilities and
cable Included. Avail immediately.
Rooms are partially furnished.
Call Denise at 407-491-6269

10 MINUTES TO UCF
2 F roommates wanted. $325/mo
plus 1/4 util. Quiet 412 furnished
house. All house privileges. No pets
and N/S. -Lease. Call 407-319-3751.

***2 ROOMS AVAIL IN 4/2 HOME***
5 mlns from UCF. $350/mo Incl
water & electric. Clean & fully
furnished .
Contact John at 904-669-2640.

**Nice Room..Location••
3/2 home close to UCF DSL,W/D
Furn, clean, m/w, d/w, n/pets
Female n/s, $325/mo utilities
included 407-971-6748 lv.msg.

Room avail in 4/2 house close

ATTN: BRAND NEW HOME
Located in Avalon Park, 10 min from
UCF, overlooking three lakes, security
system, fully furnished, students
welcome in this luxury home, Rent $550
all inclusive, community has private
pools, restaurants, and grocery store.
Call 850-291-3183
Looking for Clean and Quiet Female
Roommate. New home in new area.
Wld, cable, utilities included, n/s, no
pets. 10840 Derringer Drive.
407·42M770
I

Flooms.-iA new house. Fully turn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util. incl. ·$600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

Female Roommate Wanted

to UCF. Large backyard, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care, phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless internet &
storage incl. $400/mo plus util. Call
for .info. 321-230-0658.
2 female roommates needed for a 4/3
house. Incl. all util + hot tub. Brand new
home less than 1 min from UCF in
Carillon. $450/mo. Call 239-841-6601.
Female N/S roommate for 2/2 apt.
$515/mo. Includes cable, electric,
internet, and W/D. Available in Aug.
Call Heather@ 850-624-8439
1 room Avail. in 4/2.5 house. Share utils.
Spacious bedrooms, liv. room, din. room,
kitchen, W/D, garage, sun room, lg. yard.
Individual lease. Near UCF off Dean Rd.
$450/ mo, Call Jen 56.1-351-8906
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including everything.
N/S only. Available in August.
Call 609-654-8582 or email
kellyroop@hotmail.com

212, $500/mo incls util, W/D, cable,
internet. 1O minutes from UCF. N/S
Available immediately. Clean quiet
complex. Call Amanda@ 407-207-1439
UCF Area. Pre-leasing for summer & fall.
Large 4/3 house with 2.5 car garage.
Executive homes. All appliances.
Quiet Area. $425/rm/mo including all
utilities. 407-625-0238
3/2 house, fully furnished w/exception of
room. Rent incls: utilities, cable, Internet,
W/D, full kitchen, house is 10 min. from
UCF, rent is $550/mo, negotiable,
Contact Andy@850-445-6719
$450/mo. 2 bdrms avail, cable, w/d, deck
w/grill, util incl, 4/2 home, 10 min- UCF,
Bi-wkly maid, furnished, large home
Rent-Semester (yrly- w/discount) call
Mike@ 941-812-5120 or 941 -795-3008.
Female Roommate Wanted
10 mins from UCF. $400/mo.
407-227-757g
SUMMER RENTAL - HOME
May-July, $450/mo. $100 deposit, 2
Rooms Avail,Hi-speed cable, Deck, Yard,
Prv1 parking, Bring bed, 10-min UCF,
Maid service g41-812-5120,941-795-3008
3/2 House 2.5 miles from UCF. $500/mo
Includes utilities and High Speed Internet
Call 321-2g7-5886
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF ln
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 954-816-3127
1 ROOM AVAILABLE
4 BD/3 BA, Pool tables, Spa, 5 min.
from UCF, $500/mo. Everything incl.
.
Move In A.SAP!!
Call g41 -685-3954
Room Avail Now In 3/2 House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from UCF on Unht, light
between Rouse & Dean in Suncrest
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person.
No pets. $475/mo incl all util, cable,
phone, w/d. Call Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
kleinst_42@yahoo.com
Female Senior at UCF seeking 2 F.
roommates for a 312 Is Sherwood
Forest. $260/330 for master per
mo. Utilities not Included, No pets,
smoking outside. Ready In July. Call
Lisa at 407-923-8880.
Room for Rent • $400/mo. Incl. util
& cable Internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only
10 min. drive. Plenty of parking.
Cail Steve at 407-267-4982.
2 rooms available in a spacious pool
house, Excellent neighborhood, 5 min.
from UCF, Must see to appreciate, W/D,
Everything included. $550/mo
Call 321-331-8777.

Christian Female·Roommate
needed for beautiful house located near
UCF. $400/mo base includes spacious
Bd & Ba, 2 large living areas & sunroom.
Safe neighborhood. N/S, no pets.
1/3 utilities q1e. Call Meredith
at 407 25-7086.

Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease
$450/mo or $1250 up front. Bedroom
avail in 4/4. May 1st - Aug 19th.
Aug free, no mol(e-in fees.
Call 561-504-2106
1st Month Free & 1/2 Off 2nd
Pegasus Landing sublease in 4/4 for
Aug '05 - July '06. M or F. $505/mo incl
·util, internet, and furnished. No move-in
fees. Earlier move-in avail.
Call Ke)lin @ 352-406-2824.

$100 Off 1st .Mo Rent. No Fees
Female for 2/2 @ Pegasus Pointe.
Move in after April 30. $560 per mo.
Includes utilities, cable tv, ethernet, w/d,
ucf shuttle. Quiet roommate,
Call Sarah @ 407-620-7623

SUMMER SUBLEASE!!! PEGASUS
' LANDING! READY FOR MID MAY
MOVE-IN TO THROUGH JULY.
1 bd/1 ba in 4/4. $450/mo incl all util,
w/d, cable w/ HBO, ethernet, shuttle and
trash service, fully furn. Great Clean
Roommates! Call Shy@ 407-497-5018.
Summer Sublease Pegasus Connection
May 1-July 31. 1bd 1ba in 414.
$450/mo obo. Fully furnished
includes utilities. Pool, tennis courts
gym and free shuttle to UCF.
Cail Rich at 850-525-0250
Sublease ·in a 212 at Pegasus Landing!
$560/mo incl utilities -W/D, cable, internet
3rd fir w/ view. June-July 31. Perfect for
summer session. Renewal avail for
guaranteed housing. Negotiable terms.
Contact David@ 813-3g1-3137
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Available for Summer term. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private.
I WILL PAY ALL TRANSFER FEESlll
Call 321-6Q4-go2g
Summer Sublease. 1 bd In Jefferson
Commons/Pegasus Connection.
Rent negotiable. Starting May 1.
Female only. Utilities included In
rent. 850-206·5915

Village at Alafaya Club
Room avail lh 313. $500/mo Incl all
utll, w/d, fully furn. First month's
rent free. Rent negotiable, ready
immediately. Call 786-302-0511
Urgentll Take over sublease with current
rent. No extra fee, at Pegasus Landing.
1/1 all utilities included, Free shuttle to
UCF, Fully furnished. Call anytime
a.s.a.p Marina@ g41-447-6560

First Month's Rent Free
Pegasus Pointe Bd & ba avail In 212.
$550/mo incl all util, ethernet,
w/d, and shuttle. Call Jim @
407-365-7293

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Building over pool in Pegasus
Connection. No move In fees.
Ail util Included. Avail Immediately
Call 386-295·2506
1 rm in 3 bd/3 ba. $530/mo. ($545
reg price). Includes utilities,
internet, w/d, cable tv, garbage
service, pool, gym. Deposit req, but
negotiable. Call 954-591-9292
Pegasus Connection Summer Sublease
Master bdrm in 4/4 avail May 1st for.M.
Fully furnished. Rent incl util. Will
negotiate. Call 407-489-2037.
ONE MONTH FREEi
Female only needed for 2/2 at Pegasus
Pointe, May-July, $560/mo,
Wjlling to split Move-in Fee
Call 305-361-1 203

ROOM FOR LESS THAN $400
F needed for b'd & ba in 4/3. Disc. rate of
$325/mo vs reg $459. Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, shuttle. Fully
furnished. 5 mins to UCF. Avail in May.
Calf 321-230-3065
First Month Rent Free in 414 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com
No Deposit fees!! Room avail. in.4/3 @
University House. Lease till Aug, can '
renew! $439/mo. Incl. everything. Shuttle
to UCF. Util. incl. Save money .Move in
today!!! Call ASAP 305-773-2522.
Fm roommate wanted in Pegasus
Landing. Avail in July, ends July '06, no
move in fees, $495/mo, utils included,
will pay $100 towards rent for first 4 mos
in '05 Contact Jackie @ 407-362-2956
***1st MONTH FREE***
Bd & ba avail for F in Pegasus
Landing 414. Discounted rent,
$470/mo incl all ulil, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle. Great roommates. Lease til
end of July. Call 352-585-3164.

Summer Sublease in 412 at Pegasus
Point. $400/mo. Utilities included,
internet, cable, gym, and pool.
Call Joy at 954-614-8387

Studio Apartment Available
Arden Villas, $575/mo incl pool and gym.
Price negotiable. Choice of renewal for
Fall. Call Amber@ 407-383-1389.

SUM.MER SUBLEASE
Looking for female roomm~te for May
until Aug 1st. Bdrm avail in house
located off Dean Rd. and 408.
Call Chris@ 321-230-7173.

111 in 4/4 at Pegasus

Pegasus Landing Female needed.
Room for rent in 414 apt. $495/mo.
Cable, electric, water, WID, free
Internet. Fully furnished. Avallable
now-July 31. Call 561-7~6-9301
· Room avail in 212. All util included,

wldl, furn. Rent negotiable, ready May.
Call Kim @ 786-423-1913
TAKING SUMMER CLASSES?
Single bedroom avail @ CVI, May 1st August. Unlimited meals. Incl util, cable
tv, and internet. FOR MORE INFO
CONTACT MATT: 904-669-0848.
Pegasus Connection 212. Both Apts
open. 1st mo free. Utilities
Included•. Open all summer
sessions. Call 407-902-5311
One room available in Pegasus Landlng.3/3, $510/mo, include utilities, private
room and bath, ethernet, furnlshed,full.
kitchen, W/D, No move in fees, 1st
month free, Leasing May-July. Call
Sam @772-532-8845

·t

~

for as low as $4 a week!

Pegasus Landing. All M roommates, 2nd
and 3rd year students. Take over of
current lease and.contract through July
2006 @ $495. New leases are $510/mo.
Ready to move out now.
Contact: alex@cjluke.com

Sublease in Heather Glen in 2/2.
May-July. May rent free. $410/mo.
Art student roommate. Call
850-509-9411 or 239-823-0526

Fall Sublease Northgate Lakes
Need M and F for 2 separate leases.
Starts August 17, 1 bed in 4/2. $200
down and $435/mo. Fully furnished,
includes all utilities, pool, gym, and free
shuttle to UCF. Call Kevin at
321 -243-7045 or Mandie at
' 407-687-9505.

(enttal Jlodba '1rtufe

•
1 bd/ba for lease in 4 bd apt located at

Discounted Rent at Pegasus Landing
Bd & ba avail in any apartment. $495/mo
incl all util, w/d, ethernet, cable, shuttle.
Living & dining rooms, balcony, kitchen.
Call Cristina 772-913-1002 or
cristy44@comcast.net.

Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe,
Save $15/mo, $455 Incl all util,
ethernet, cable, w/d, fully furn, free
parking sticker, and shuttle. No
move in fees. Pools, tennis, and
basketball courts. Call Jesha
941-661-3038 or
geisha2138504@yahoo.com

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

Connection
Old renewal rate only $425/mo obol
All util incl, 3rd floor, tennis ct view,
fully furnished. Free shuttle to UCF.
Beautiful pool. Call Anthony at
954-461-6939.
HOUSE: $315/mol save $115, 4/2 fully
furnished (room included) big screen tv,
DVD, DSL, .tile floors, big yard, 2 living
rooms, garage, fireplace, W/D, amazing
roommates, M or F wanted,
A.SAP-July 27th Call 321-591-1238 or
Morninglilly4@yahoo.com
Jefferson 1-ofts Room For Rent
Avail June 1st. $550/mo Incl all util,
cable w/ HBC!>, 24 hr gym, pool, fully
furn, w/d, cable Internet. Every1hing
new and modern. 5 mlns from UCF.
Call 313-550-8517. .

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
0
•••
··www.BUYTVSNOW.COM........
WEDDING GOWN
Ivory, size 10-14, cost $400.
Make offer. 407-327-0204.
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e·m tyour
ad to classlfleds@UCFne .com

(University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Hand part
5 Actress Olin
g Scrawny one
14 Piece of Puccini
15 Small particle
16 Simple musical
refrain
17 Call up
18 Unadorned
19 Allude (to)
20 Inuit
22 Long-tongued
predator
24 _Moines
25 Bobby of the
NHL
27 Thailand, once
28 Soft drinks
30 Indications of
elation
34 Does business
38 Sleep soundly?
39 Aura
40 Abbey Theatre .
founder
42 Relaxation
43 Knight's suit
45 World leaders
47 Sampler
49 Reduces speed
. 50 Sacred Nile bird
52 Vane dir.
53 "Peter •
56 Calls incorrectly
60 List of
corrections
62 Lace cap
63 Shuttle erg.
65 On the crest of
66 Untethered
67 Large swallow
68 Five after four
69 Hank of hair
70 Lalin being
n Lower digits

@ 2005 Trlbune'Medlo Sorvlcas, Inc.
AH rights reserved.

10 Pearly quality
11 Actor George
12 Away from the
wind
13 Actress Teri
21 Lea lows
23 • the
season..."
26 Track events
28 Haughty
condition
29 Sports pages
figs.
31 Gardener's soil
32 Scottish Gaelic
33 Witnessed
34 The one singled
out
35 Uncommon
36 Beggar's
request
37 Passe
41 "The Flintstones"
epoch
44 Dealers'
offerings
46 Bed-stand
pitGher -·

DOWN
1 Peeled
2 Get up
3 PGA's milieu
4 Biblical sages
5 September
holiday
6 Greek letter
7 Writer/director
Ephron
8 Prayer enders
9 Brooklets
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48 Outer edge
51 Perceive
53 Inner court
54 Make amends
55 Scruffs
56 Beer
ingredient
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57 Composer
Stravinsky
58 Slackthorn
59 Time-worn
adages
61 Harangue
64 family nickname

FURNITURE SALE • LIKE NEW

WWW.UCFREALESTATE.COM

Mahogany futon w/ soft
mattress - $375. Mahogany table
& chairs - $200. Bedroom mattress &
stand - $225. Furniture is 1 112
years old. Every1hing for $750
obo. Call 321-662-8611.

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-08n
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com ·

WEEK AT DAYTONA BEACH CONDO
July 16-23, 2005
Ormond Beach Condo Rental for Sale.
Ocean View Condo. $500 for four people
plus cleaning fee of $60 and refundable
$300 damage deposit. July 16-23, 2005
only. Bonus: $50 gift certificate to Billy's
Tap Room in Ormond Beach.
Call 407-898-8082.
WATERBED FOR SALEI
5 piece set, $500 OBO, Genuine pine
wood. For more info:
Call Tori @407-716-4162
I

Looking for experienced PT receptionist
for a·busy veterinary hospital, located
inside PetSmart on Red Bug Lake Rd.
Please Fax Resume to 407-359-7528
Attn: Melissa
Bedding Mart Mattresses
New/Used Starting Prices:
Twin $70,Full $80,Queen $gQ,King $100
Delivery Available! ggog E. colonial
corner of colonial and dean
407-249-2649 open 7 days 10-6:30pm
Sun. 11-4pm

FOR SALE:
I~
~ Automotive
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars; trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502
1993 Olds Ciera
Only 64k miles, ice-cold air,
excellent condition, $1500.
Call 407·619-9519
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

SUMMER SUBLEASE
Tivoli Apts, $400/mo + util. Ettf'ernet,
cable, w/d, shuttle' incl. Quiet roommates.
Price negotiable. 407-765-7674 or
cje711@yahoo.com
FIRST TWO MONTH RENTS FREEi!
Pegasus Connection (Jefferson
Commons) sublease. $510/mo incl. util.
1 BR with private bathroom out of a 4/4.
Includes carport. 407-234-1324

University Court, Suite 200

407-447-4556

Junk-2-Dump. Clean. out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard '
trash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richar-i:l 407-568-2858
WANTED
20 people to lose weight'.
Dr. recommended. Cash incentives.
1-800-955-6292.
GRE/GMAT TEST PREP- $19g
The Learning Curve .
407-657-6426
admin@thelearningcurvesolution.com
www.thelearningcurvesolution.com
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp meeting your research and
writing need~ . Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com

...

Test Prep site for social work exam.Multiple choice, case study, simulation,
content material. Free practice exam
online 2417!
www.SocialWorkExam.com4

rm

EV-EN=TS='iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Become a Certified Personal Trainer
Certification workshop only $299.
When: Sun, May 29th 2005, 9am-1pm.
Where : Orlando Fitness & Rac~uet Club.
Call 407-383-6965 for more info.
Register online at: www.ptclass.com
Winter Springs 7th Day Adventist Church
having rummage sale May 13 from 7-3 &
May 15 from 8-1. 50 South Moss Road.
Sale to benefit mission trip to Belize.
For info call 407-920-4681

900
CLASSIC CAR
1976 BMW model 2002, estimated
113,000 original miles. Auto trans, air,
new upholstery. Runs great. Call
407-869-89g8 for more Info and test
drive. $6900 or best offer.

LONELY?

Find a. roommate, make a. friend

· Place an ad in the

(entm :fforlba 1utun
Classifieds
407-447-4555 .

classlfleds@ucfnews.oom

Place your ad in mlnutes1 Cail
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com
View ail classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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·Assorted
Pork Sirloin
Chops

Russet
Potatoes

c

'>

ea.

lb~

·Boneless

Large
Hot House
Tomatoes

B~ef

Chuck Steak

.,
.)

78

Catfish
Nuggets .

Carl Buddig .
Premium
Lunchmeat .··
16 oz. Sliced

Fresh Express
Salad
1 lb. Btag

·

·~

ea.

Pepsi
2-Liter

Good Day
Macaroni
& Cheese

Assorted Varieties,
Limit 4

7.25 oz.

'

Oven Fresh
Round Top
White Bread
20 oz.

Angel Soft
Bath Tissue

4-ct.,
Limit 4 ,

B.ud or
Bud Light
20 pk.,

ea.

12 oz. Bottles
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RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of ad~rtised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain . eek will be issued enabling you to buy the ttem at the advertised
as soon as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Ch~ck
Please, No Sales to Dealers. AVAILABILli:'f: Each of these adv~rtised items is required to be readily available for sale at or below t ,.;vertised price in each Albertsons store except specifically noted · , this ad.© 2005 Extreme Inc. Super Saver and the Super Sa.
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tag for details. We reserve the right to limit q ntitles.
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